Standard Memories offers MORE for LESS...

MORE: Capacity with Increased Performance/Reliability
LESS: Initial Cost, Less Spares Cost, Less Downtime

Increase the data storage capacity of your CPU by simply adding the applicable PINCOMM® or BUSCOMM® Memory...

Ask for PINCOMM® A 8K or 16K Words
Compatible to any SPC-16 memory slot
(Also available for SPC-18)

Ask for PINCOMM® N 16K Words (32KB)
Compatible to any NOVA 2 memory slot

Ask for PINCOMM® I 16K Words (32KB)
Compatible to any INTERDATA 50, 55, 70, 74, 7/16, 7/32 and 8/32 memory slot

Ask for BUSCOMM® H-TI
16K Word increments to 65K in 5¾” enclosure
UNIBUS compatible (12¼” enclosure available)

360 MEMORIES
SYSTEM/3 MEMORIES
TERMINALS
AVAILABLE TODAY!

NOW...YOU HAVE A CHOICE OF ADD-ON MEMORY FOR YOUR PDP-11/70...THE ECONOMIC AND RELIABLE STANDARD IC0M® 70 SERIES IN 128Kb INCREMENTS. AND DELIVERY IS IMMEDIATE!

PINCOMM & BUSCOMM are registered Trade Marks of Standard Memories.
Interdata, General Automation, Data General, & Digital Equipment Corp., and their various model designations are recognized registered Trade Marks.

CIRCLE 50
CIRCLE 1
The optimum system debug procedure is to:
1. Write and debug the microcode for each macroinstruction—first by single stepping through the program, then in real time.
2. Write and debug in real time critical macroprogram subroutines.
3. Write and debug remainder of application program.

However, most designers find that changes in system performance requirements or unexpected difficulties require additional steps:
2a. Modify macroinstructions and debug new microcode to meet design criteria.
2b. Rewrite and debug critical macroprogram subroutines based on new macroinstructions.
2c. Repeat steps 2a and 2b as necessary.

The ROM Simulator not only speeds the initial development, but prevents these extra steps from turning a simple project into a development nightmare.

No development system is complete without an assembler. If you’re already using one, chances are that its output is compatible with the ROM Simulator, or a minor modification will make it so. If you’re just starting out, SMS offers Rapid, a meta assembler. It allows the user to define a set of instructions and instruction formats which are optimized for the processor being developed. The symbolic language thus created can be used to write and debug a program. Rapid permits symbolic addressing making it easy to add or delete program code as required.

Over 80% of our customers have purchased more than one ROM Simulator. Find out why for yourself: Circle the reader service number or fill out the enclosed card.
What’s in a name?

With the name Tandberg

TANDBERG TDC 3000
DIGITAL CARTRIDGE RECORDER
you know it's gotta be good.

Now Tandberg's TDC 3000 Digital Cartridge Recorder communicates with every computer. Every computer.

Begin with the industry-proven Tandberg TDC 3000 Digital Cartridge Recorder. Add our new RS-232 I/O controller/interface. And you have a highly cost-effective recording system compatible with every computer.

There's a complete family of interfaces for the Tandberg TDC 3000. From the original design conceived by Tandberg of Norway, the $150-million electronics firm that pioneered tape recorders internationally. The company that is to high quality electronic equipment what Rolls Royce is to automobiles. With a tradition of excellence that continues in a wide range of computer peripherals from Tandberg Data in the United States.

With total communications compatibility, the microprocessor-based RS-232 controller/interface from Tandberg Data is engineered according to EIA Standard RS-232-C, type D and E, and a "teletype-compatible current loop," recording in ANSI/ECMA/ISO-compatible format.

And from the substantial savings in line charges alone, the TDC 3000 with the RS-232 controller/interface will recoup its modest cost in a matter of months. It's hard to beat that kind of cost-effectiveness.

The Tandberg controller/interface is contained on one p.c. board which mounts inside the Recorder. Power is internal from the TDC 3000 built-in power supply. Two interface connectors are provided so that the Recorder can be connected both to a local I/O terminal (such as the Tandberg TDV 2100 Series CRT terminals) and a modem for remote operation.

Thirteen standard baud rates, 75-9600, are user selectable. Data buffers range from a minimum of 256 bytes up to 1024 bytes. The controller/interface responds to all ASCII command codes. Read and write speed is 30 ips and search speed 90 ips.

And for special communications requirements, the 6800 microprocessor allows the Tandberg controller/interface to be OEM-customer programmed.

Conceived in the rugged Norse heritage, the Tandberg TDC 3000 is no wilting lily when it comes to tough environments. Put it to work in subzero snow country or under a desert sun and don't worry about the bad vibes or emissions from nearby equip-
The concept and design of the Printronix 300 Impact Matrix Line Printer/Plotter offers you several remarkable cost/performance advantages.

Like plotting capability ... at no extra cost.

It would seem enough to find a 132 column, 300 lpm printer with print quality others can't match, with an elegantly simple mechanism that assures a greater MTBF, and a modular design that dramatically cuts MTTR. The Printronix 300 offers all of these advantages. But it also offers plotting capability. At no extra cost.

Because of its unique mechanism, it can put a single dot anywhere on paper. It forms characters a dot row at a time when printing. In the plot mode, it can form any pattern a dot at a time upon command. Drawings. Graphs. Bar codes. Large character labels. You name it and you can do it on a Printronix 300.

It's a handy capability to have around, and it comes to you with our compliments ... at no extra charge ... along with the other remarkable advantages that make the Printronix 300 your best buy. Send for our brochure. You'll discover why the Printronix 300 prints better, will last longer, and require far less maintenance. That's why it's been sold with a one-year warranty from the beginning.

Printronix Inc., 17421 Derian Ave., Irvine, California 92714. (714) 549-8272.
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Prints 3 lines per second, 11 character locations per column with a capacity up to 16 columns. Print mechanism is small (5¼" x 10" x 8").

Options available: Serial or parallel BDC interface
Power supply Attractive case

With the addition of calculator logic, it becomes our "Intelligent Printer".

Write for catalog of Addmaster computer peripherals.

416 Junipero Serra Drive  •  San Gabriel, California 91776

Gulton's New Quiet Non-Impact Thermal Numeric Printer

Featuring...ultra quiet operation...seven columns of numbers or six columns of numbers with ± sign...fast paper roll loading...up to four line per second print rate...complete with interface electronics...compatible with all popular digital panel meters.

Introducing Gulton's answer to noisy, complicated mechanical printers. The NP-7 panel-mounting printer requires only one moving part, the paper advance motor, which sends the paper silently beneath a non-impact thermal print head. You'll be pleased at the price, too.

Write or call for detailed catalog.

Gulton
Measurement & Control Systems Division
Gulton Industries Inc., East Greenwich, Rhode Island 02818
401-884-6800  •  TWX 710-367-1500
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Flexibility. We knew you’d be needing it so we put all we could find into our new 142M. A new multifunctional disk drive that’s truly multifunctional. You get changeability at a flick of a switch.
With the 142M you get it all in six switchable ways… In a new floppy drive that lets you pick your own functions. Once or whenever you need them.
All this in a single and double density drive—at single density prices. And without the requirement for additional design elements in your controller.

There’s still more. LSI technology. Multifunction utility lights. Optional signal line terminator. DC connector on the circuit board. And the list goes on.
We know what you’ve been looking for. Flexibility—both for your present systems’ needs and to make future switches in systems requirements. That’s why we’ve gone to so much trouble—to make the “switching” easy.
We’ve even put together a whole new organization that does nothing but specialize in small disk drive products, to give you the kind of responsiveness, service and back-up you need.
The 142M will prove our point. Write us, and we’ll tell you all about it. Call if you’re in a hurry.
(714) 632-5461.

CALCOMP

To: CalComp Small Disk Operation MS3
2411 West La Palma Avenue
Anaheim, California 92801

Please tell me all about your new Floppy Disk 142M.
☐ I am interested ☐ I am serious

Name
Company
Title
Address
City State Zip
Phone

DD-M2-77
data-converter myopia: a second look

- Data-converter users are by no means myopic as your September Viewpoint ("Data-Converter Design Myopia") would have them. Indeed, the piece's headline hits the nail on the head: the myopia is with the designer, not the user. Users, on the other hand, have definitely contracted "monolithic mania." They know that monolithic converters are not only up to date and useful, but also less cost, have higher reliability, are becoming available from more than one supplier, have faster conversion times, consume less power and in general are as accurate as their hybrid or modular counterparts.

While it is true that 14- and 16-bit converters are beyond current monolithic capability, 12-bit A/Ds are available now and 12-bit D/A will be later in 1977, despite the contrary opinions of hybrid and module manufacturers.

Since the introduction of the first 6- and 8-bit monolithic D/A converters in 1970, hybrid manufacturers have fired a steady barrage of propaganda in an apparent effort to transfer their monolithic capability, 12-bit A/Ds are as accurate as their hybrid or module counterparts.

The primary converter performance parameter is conversion accuracy, which is limited by the resolution of the converter. A 6-bit converter only has a resolution of ±0.78% F.S., 8 bits only ±0.19%, and so on. By definition, an accuracy of ±½ LSB means the non-linearity of the converter is as good as its resolution. Monolithic converters are available from PMI, Analog Devices and other firms with 6- to 10-bit resolution and ±½ LSB non-linearity, twice as accurate as the resolution limit.

An internal reference is convenient in some but by no means all applications. Many users prefer to use one very good reference for several converters in the same system and thereby eliminate the reference drift from the conversion accuracy. Also, many applications use converters in a multiplying mode, where an external reference is mandatory. Finally, the world's first monolithic converter, introduced by our firm in 1970, does have an internal reference, as do many others introduced since then.

An output op amp is required only if a current output DAC has insufficient compliance to drive a load. Early converter designs are such that the output current cannot move off ground without degrading the accuracy. Modern DAC designs have eliminated this problem. Adding an op amp to a true current output DAC only slows it down, consumes more power, adds error, adds cost and reduces reliability.

Converter usage has progressed beyond the custom-design phase, where resistors, capacitors and clocks were put in the converter for a single-purpose application. No one would think of buying (or trying to sell) an op amp with built-in feedback resistors to pre-set the gain. Converters are no longer the mystery they once were. Non-myopic users now know how to trim up the converter to optimize the interface and clock rate for their particular application and thereby utilize the performance, reliability and cost advantages of standardized monolithic converters as they do any other IC component.

Hybrid and modular converters certainly have their applications, but their manufacturers' myopia will not prevent monoliths from becoming the predominant converter technology.

EARL ROGERS
President
Precision Monolithics, Inc.
Santa Clara, CA

We’re looking for editors

Digital Design is expanding its editorial staff. We seek junior- and senior-level editors with backgrounds in digital electronics and/or computer peripherals and the ability to effectively communicate with our readers about developments in those fields. Send resumes and salary histories in confidence to H.G. Buchbinder, Editorial Director, Digital Design, 167 Corey Rd., Brookline, MA 02146. No telephone calls, please.
Have you written Software for your Altair Computer?

The Altair 8800 computer was the first micro produced for the general public and remains number one in sales, with more than 8,000 mainframes in the field. The wide acceptance of the Altair computer and its rapid adaptation to many diversified applications has truly turned the dream of the affordable computer into a reality.

Yet the machine itself, remarkable as it is, represents only the beginning. The right Software, tailored to meet a user's specific requirements, is a vital part of any computer system. MITS wants to insure that Altair users everywhere have the best applications software available today and in the future. For this reason, a new MITS subsidiary, the ALTAIR SOFTWARE DISTRIBUTION COMPANY, has been formed. Its purpose: to acquire the highest quality software possible and distribute it nationally through Altair Computer Centers.

That's where you come in. The ASDC will pay substantial royalties to the originators of all software accepted into the ASDC library. If you have written business, industrial or commercial use software for the Altair 8800, ASDC wants to hear from you. It is the aim of the ASDC to stimulate and reward creativity in producing useful software that makes those dreams of "computers for everyone" come true. The ASDC will select only software that measures up to its high standards for system design, coding and documentation. The software will then be further documented and distributed through Altair Computer Centers around the country.

For more information on how to submit software to the ASDC, ask your Local Altair Computer Center for an ASDC Software Submittal Packet or contact the ALTAIR SOFTWARE DISTRIBUTION COMPANY.

A subsidiary of MITS

ALTAIR SOFTWARE DISTRIBUTION COMPANY
3330 Peachtree Road, Suite 343 Atlanta, Georgia 30326 404-231-2308
Our fast their half-
We just can't help feeling that Intel's 1K CMOS RAM doesn't belong in the same ball-park as ours.

Ours is twice as fast as theirs (250 nsec.).
And uses only one-tenth the power (50 µw.).
It comes in two configurations and three packages. And is being second-sourced with pin-compatible products.
It's up to you.
A fast RAM.
Or a you-know-what RAM.

National Semiconductor Corporation
2900 Semiconductor Drive, Santa Clara, CA 95051

Gentlemen,

Please send me further information fast on your fast 1K CMOS RAM. I'm interested in:

□ MM54C920, MM74C920 (256 x 4, 22-pin)
□ MM54C921, MM74C921 (256 x 4, 18-pin)
□ MM54C929, MM74C929 (1K x 1, 16-pin)
□ MM54C930, MM74C930 (1K x 1, 18-pin)

(54 series numbers are military temperature, range, 74 series are commercial.)

□ Other CMOS RAMs
□ Other Memory Components

NAME ___________________________________________ TITLE ________________
COMPANY ____________________________
ADDRESS __________________________
CITY ___________________ STATE ______ ZIP ____________
Core system reads data nondestructively, cuts noise-and outage-induced bit losses

Aimed at applications that its developer claims require “idiot-proof nonvolatility,” a recently introduced 4K x 8 core memory system can read the data it stores without having to rewrite that data afterwards. The developer claims this nondestructive readout capability suits the system to severe-environment and military-system uses, where noise spikes and power outages can sometimes produce dropped bits.

With a 1-µs write cycle and a 350-ns access time, the system suits the timing requirements of the Intel 8080 microprocessor’s bus, says Bruce Kaufman, president of Controlex Corp., Van Nuys, CA. But if necessary, he adds, it could operate faster and serve as an electrically alterable ROM in bit-slice microprocessor systems.

No restore required. Kaufman explains that conventional core memory systems store one bit per core; by convention a clockwise current and its resulting magnetic field represent a “1” and a counterclockwise current a “0”. Reading a particular core requires that sense circuitry first reverse the core’s state and then detect the flux change that the reversal produces. The circuitry must rewrite the original information afterwards.

Under normal operating conditions, such rewrites occur without incident, and under normal power-down conditions, a core system remains nonvolatile and maintains the information represented in it. But if a spike or power outage occurs after readout but before the restore operation, lost bits can result.

The modified core system, however, can read the information it stores without altering that information. Incorporating conventional 18-mil, 200-mA ferrite cores, the CM203 represents a bit in two of those cores, unlike a conventional, one-bit-per-core system. Designers first investigated the scheme 10 or 15 years ago, says Kaufman, but no commercial system resulted from their work.

Wigging flux. The system reads the information represented in one of the core pairs by subjecting the pair to a short-duration current pulse that switches only the core’s elastic, or reversible, flux components; the pair’s state remains unchanged after this action. “Wigging” the flux this way produces a smaller output than does the conventional sensing method, says Kaufman.

Detailing a core pair’s operation, he explains that the coincidence of two current pulses — half select word clear and half select digit clear — clears all cores on a selected word line. Then, depending on the data to be stored, the coincidence of two more pulses — half select digit write and half select word write — drives either the “a” or the “b” core of a pair into its “set” state. Unselected cores on the digit and word lines receive only a half select pulse, which lies below their threshold.

The system reads a pair by driving a fast pulse into a selected word line. Outputs occur for all bits on the selected word, and the selected sense amplifier channels then amplify, shape and present their inputs for strobing into a D latch.

The readout method’s output is bipolar; a positive signal represents a “1”, while a negative signal denotes a “0”. By contrast, conventional core-system readouts have the same sign regardless of whether they represent a “1” or a “0”; if the signal for a “0” is positive, for example, the signal for a “1” is “more positive.” These unipolar outputs can make discriminating between a “1” and a “0” difficult in conventional core systems, claims Kaufman. The bipolar outputs also allow the use of cheaper sense amplifiers...
The Wangco Micro-Floppy. You don't have to be first to be number one.

Micro-sized and micro-priced, the Wangco Micro-Floppy™ Disk Drive is number one with the features most needed for micro-computer systems, word processors and intelligent terminals. While only 3.2 x 5.7 x 7.9 inches in size the Micro-Floppy is:

1. **NUMBER ONE IN HIGH CAPACITY**
   Four times the data capacity of any other small-sized floppy (up to 498.8K bytes) is possible through Wangco's exclusive extra track recording, double density capability and double side recording.

2. **NUMBER ONE IN TOTAL SYSTEM DATA STORAGE**
   Four drive daisy chain capability, unique to Wangco's Micro-Floppy, makes it possible to store 2M bytes of data in a system configuration.

3. **NUMBER ONE IN FAST ACCESS**
   25% faster than competitive units, the Micro-Floppy features 30 ms track to track access, a function of Wangco's superior head positioning system. Head load time is only 60 ms.

4. **NUMBER ONE IN GENTLE DISKETTE HANDLING**
   A unique, positive drive interlock and the even pressure applied by the rigid cast carrier mechanism assure longer diskette life with no possible damage.

5. **NUMBER ONE IN DATA INTEGRITY**
   Only one soft error in 1 x 10⁹ bits, a 10 times improvement in data reliability over competitive drives, assures file accuracy.

6. **NUMBER ONE IN RELIABILITY**
   A ceramic ferrite head (like that used by IBM) is proven for extended head and diskette life. File security is assured by an electronic write protect sensor. MTBF is rated at 8500 power-on hours with no recommended maintenance.

Let us show you the number one little one. Call or write for full details to Wangco, 5404 Jandy Place, Marina del Rey Industrial Center, Los Angeles, California 90066 (213) 390-8081

WANGCO
PERKIN ELMER DATA SYSTEMS
technology trends

than those in conventional systems.

No threat to conventional core. The company president hastens to add, however, that he doesn’t foresee the core system’s direct competition with either conventional core or semiconductor memory systems. Instead, it is aimed at applications in which electrical noise, high temperature, shock and vibration abound and in which nonvolatility is vital.

Two current installations of the system serve a programmable controller and an automatic welding machine; in both applications an operator on the factory floor must edit data stored in the system. Kaufman says he has also received inquiries about the use of the system in agricultural applications, and he notes that the firm plans soon to market a version of the system that substitutes CMOS circuitry for the current TTL configuration.

Field selectable write disable. The core system can operate either as a non-volatile RAM or as an electrically alterable ROM. A RAM/ROM mix is also possible; a user can write data in a portion of the memory system and by means of a write disable switch can protect the data from system malfunctions or unauthorized write commands.

Housed on an 8.5” x 12” PC board, the system incorporates all required timing and control drivers and a TTL interface. It costs $500 in OEM quantities, and Kaufman notes that one obvious tradeoff between it and conventional core systems is its need for twice as many cores to store a given amount of information. But he claims that the continually dropping price of core elements makes using cores in such numbers economically feasible.

Microcoded I/O eases CPU’s tasks in 32-bit mini

Targeted at computational scientific applications and such measurement and control functions as power management and seismic monitoring, a recently developed medium-scale computer provides microprogrammability at both its CPU and I/O levels. With a 26.67-Mbyte/sec throughput rate, the 32-bit parallel SEL 32/75 can support up to 14 Mbytes of 600 or 900-nS core memory accessed through 20 ports.

Built around two synchronous, shared, multiplexed buses, the 32/75 utilizes a set of 163 basic instructions,
The Intecolor 8001 CRT. Buy One or Buy One Hundred. Just $1495*

That's the price tag we'll put on the Intecolor 8001 if you place your order right now for 100 or more units. $1495. That's also the price we'll give you on a one-shot cash basis on an Intecolor 8001 CRT evaluation unit. Now, we'll never get rich with a price structure like that, but we look at it this way. That price is an investment in your future. We know that once you get your hands on the Intecolor 8001, once you see what it can do, you'll be back for more.

And it's because you'll be getting an Intelligent, 8-Color CRT that'll outperform any CRT on the market on a dollar for dollar and character for character basis. And it's complete. You won't have to lay out more cash for a keyboard, or 8080 CPU, or any of the standard features you'd expect to find on a good color CRT. It'll be ready to go. You can put it to work as a stand-alone CRT, incorporate it into your present system, or use it to upgrade the CRT's in the systems you're currently marketing. Whatever your application, it'll work for you.

But if your needs call for a more sophisticated CRT, a CRT that'll give you higher-level functions — no problem. We'll be glad to work with you to help you come up with an options package to fit your requirements. Like additional RAM to 32K, Roll, Background Color, Light pens, Graphics, 48 Line X 80 Characters/Line and up to 64 Special Graphics Characters. You define your needs, and we'll give you the capabilities to get the job done. It's that simple.

But if you'd like to see for yourself, look over our rep list on the adjacent page and ask the rep in your area for a demonstration. Whatever your application, he can show you the right Intecolor 8001 CRT at just the right price.

Intelligent Systems Corp.
5965 Peachtree Corners East
Norcross, Georgia 30071
(404) 449-5961

*Quantity 100 price — $1495 each, net 20 Days
Evaluation unit price — $1495, Limit one to a customer, cash with order
Domestic U.S.A. prices
We question the logic of some of the most successful companies in the world.
Some of the world's most successful companies have reached a logical conclusion about ComputerAutomation's CAPABLE testers: when it comes to logic board testing, they're the safest buy available today.

One reason is experience. We've been designing and manufacturing automatic test systems since 1967. Our first customer was our own company's Naked Mini Division, the industry's second largest shipper of OEM minicomputers. Solving their 35,000 board-a-year testing problems has given us the first-hand experience necessary to meet high-volume test requirements in hundreds of installations for other companies around the world.

And because every company that tests logic boards has their own unique problems and requirements, we make our line of CAPABLE testers modular. That way, we can build a CAPABLE system to closely match your test needs and provide a custom-designed solution at standard-equipment prices.

All CAPABLE testers are 100% compatible, too. Any model can be upgraded or reconfigured to any other model. Anytime. So you buy exactly what you need today. And add to it later, should the need arise. That means you never have more tester than you're using or more boards than you can test.

We build every CAPABLE tester from the ground up. 80% of our components are produced in-house, including our own minicomputer — the powerful ComputerAutomation 16 bit LSI-II. And being part of a large, computer-based company gives us the advantages of on-going R&D support and quantity purchasing leverage not enjoyed by other test equipment manufacturers.

It also keeps our CAPABLE testers years ahead of the field. Our design and technology have been responsible for one first after another. First to implement an Automated Fault Isolation System to increase throughput. First with a Fault Detect Verification System to aid test generation and lower implementation costs. And first again with an IC Clip for Guided Fault Isolation to speed troubleshooting using less-skilled operators.

CAPABLE systems are also available with analog capability and an add-on simulation system that has a unique offer attached: we'll buy it back at full price anytime you need to upgrade to one of our larger stand-alone simulators.

Then, because we build our testers better, we're able to back them better. Starting with free customer training, including user group seminars that cover operation, maintenance and programming. (And, of course, free installation.) Then, once you're testing, we don't disappear. Every CAPABLE tester comes with the best warranty in the business — a full one-year, on-site, no-questions-asked warranty. And we offer expert maintenance on a contract basis, even after your warranty expires.

We're also available for applications and engineering consultation on a continuing basis. Whether you need assistance with hardware and software interface requirements or simply updates. Again, free of charge.

But the bottom-line is performance, and repeated side-by-side benchmark tests have proven that CAPABLE systems provide more accurate tests with higher throughput and lower implementation costs than any other tester on the market.

Of course, there are a lot more reasons you should consider our CAPABLE logic board test systems. But we don't expect you to take our word for it, even if we are a satisfied CAPABLE customer ourselves. So we invite you to question the logic of some of the other successful companies shown in this ad. For details, write or call us.
17 of which are privileged, according to N. A. Glatzer, director of product planning at Systems Engineering Laboratories, Ft. Lauderdale, FL. Its optional CPU writeable control store, designated Model 2344, provided 2K x 64 of RAM for storage of both user- and factory-generated microcodes. The computer can support up to two of these units.

Microcoded I/O. To ease its CPU's burden in certain applications, the computer can also support two types of intelligent input/output microprogrammable processors (IOMs); Model 9102 general-purpose IOM incorporates PROM control storage while Model 9103 microprogrammable device subcontroller kit utilizes writeable control store.

A designer can configure special interfaces on both units by generating the appropriate firmware and matching signal levels between a unit's microprogrammable processor and the interfaced device. Each standard IOM throughputs 1.2 Mbytes/sec; a high-speed data interface option provides transfer rates to 3.2 Mbytes/sec.

Each of the SEL 32/75's microprogrammable I/O processors can transfer 1.2 Mbytes/sec.

The Model 9103 plugs into the computer's SEL bus, which connects all functional elements of the computer system. It incorporates a microprogrammable device subcontroller (MDS) and a device interface board for applications that don't require writable control storage. The MDS consists of an interface to the computer's SEL bus (which connects all functional elements of the computer system), an interface to the device interface board, an interface to the writable control storage module, an interface to 2K x 32 of PROM and a microprogrammable processor.

Two I/O instructions. Two basic instructions - Command Device and Test Device - serve the computer's I/O operations. Additionally, five interrupt control instructions activate, deactivate, disable, enable and request interrupts from an IOM.

One Command Device instruction can condition an IOM to transfer a data block between memory and an external device. After this block-transfer initialization, the IOM assumes control of the I/O operation and frees the computer's CPU for other tasks.
If you make top-quality data terminals, here are four reasons to use Setchell Carlson CRT display modules in your system.

Reliability: Our data displays are outstanding solid-state designs with critically matched magnetics to optimize the performance levels and dependability demanded by your customers. We use the most advanced engineering and production techniques to assure consistency of performance. No data display is built with more deliberate attention to quality and reliability.

Delivery: We have been in the display electronics business long enough to know about rush orders. If you need it yesterday — we'll try to get it to you yesterday.

Experience: We've built thousands of displays for many of the major manufacturers in the country. Perhaps we already have a unit that would meet your requirements. With slight modifications, it would be less costly than starting from scratch. If you need a new, special package — we’ll produce it for you, in the configuration you want, at minimal expense.

Cooperation: If you're developing a new data terminal, we will be glad to cooperate with your terminal design engineers in reviewing your exact specifications and developing the most economical display possible. And quickly! Whatever you need, we have the experience and talent to design it. And improve it.

But don't take our word. See for yourself by contacting us today.

You’ll come up with your own reasons for using Setchell Carlson CRT display modules.
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Seminar books present a condensed summary of the information and techniques presented during a typical seminar. Attendance at the seminar is strongly recommended for a full benefit.

**B1 - MICROCOMPUTERS: FROM CHIPS TO SYSTEMS**
A comprehensive introduction to all the essential aspects of microprocessors and microcomputers:


$39.95

**B2 - MICROCOMPUTER PROGRAMMING**
From basic microprocessor programming techniques to advanced microprogramming for all major types of microprocessors. This book covers hardwired logic replacement as well as input-output techniques and peripheral drivers. Microcomputers/Programming/Microprogramming/Hardware-Firmware-Software Techniques/Microprogrammed Microprocessors/Applications of Microprogramming/Input-Output/Case Studies/Program Development/PL/M/Tests and Reliability/Summary. — About 350 pages

$39.95

**B3 - MILITARY MICROPROCESSOR SYSTEMS**
A complete study of the constraints, techniques, and systems available for severe-environment applications, including the Hughes, Raytheon, Actron, and other systems:

- Technical introduction / LSI Technologies / Militarized Microprocessor Systems / Militarized Microprocessors / Standardization / Building a System / Applications / Reliability / Testing / Summary and Perspective. — About 300 pages

$39.95

**B5 - BIT-SLICE**
How to build a real-system using the new bit-slice technology. A "vertical" book, focused on detailed implementation techniques, with associated timings and programs. How to obtain maximum speed and efficiency. New applications. Brief History of CPU Design/Bit-Slice Principles/Bit-Slice in Detail/Building with Bit-Slice Devices/Survey of Bit-Slice Devices/Applications/Development Aids/Conclusions. — About 270 pages

$39.95

**B6 - INDUSTRIAL MICROPROCESSOR SYSTEMS**
A book on the special techniques and components available to solve the problems of industrial applications. In particular: environmental constraints, data collection, digital-to-analog conversion, communications:

- Industrial Requirements/Industrial. LSI components/Digital-Analog Conversion/Programming/Networks and Communications/Industrial Applications/Reliability and Fail-safe Design/Evolution and Perspectives. — About 300 pages

$39.95

**M7 - INTERNATIONAL MICROPROCESSOR DICTIONARY**
7 language dictionary for microprocessor terms:

- English - French - German - Spanish - Italian - Hungarian - Polish (8 p.)

$1.50

**ACR - MICROCOMPUTER ACRONYMS**
A 4 page guide to the microcomputer abbreviations.

$1.00

**NEW: MICROPROCESSOR ENCYCLOPEDIA**
2 complete reference books, containing manufacturers' data and description of operation for every microprocessor. A necessary tool for any comparative evaluation.


$29.95

**E8 - 16 BITS MICROPROCESSORS:** AMD 2901, Fairchild Macrologic, Intel 3000, MVI 5701, Motorola M 2900, M 10800, NS I M P, Signetics 8X02, 3000, TI SBP 0400.

$18.00

Prices are for the U.S. and Canada only.

**TO ORDER:**

1. FILL IN SPECIAL COUPON ATTACHED TO THE INFORMATION REQUEST CARDS AT THE END OF THIS ISSUE.
2. INCLUDE YOUR PAYMENT.
3. MAIL TO: SYBEX INC., 2161 SHATTUCK AVE., BERKELEY, CA. 94704
Special-purpose chips ease µP's burden in RAM-based portable computer terminal

Rather than let its microprocessor minutely supervise all its I/O operations, a recently introduced portable computer terminal instead divides those operations among several special-purpose ICs, each operating under software control. One of the designers of the terminal's microprocessor system explains that this division of labor reflects the system's parallel-processing orientation, in which "I/O devices with intelligence can pick up and handle things like keyboard servicing without constant attention from the CPU."

Marketed by Wordsmith, Inc., Marina Del Rey, CA, the terminal stores input data in 4K RAMs, unlike many similar devices that use tape cassettes as an input-storage medium. Its microprocessor system, developed by Rockwell International's Microelectronic Device Div., Anaheim, CA, incorporates that firm's PPS-4/2 microprocessor.

Good fit. "The beauty of the system was that it fit so well with the set of chips - there seemed to be a chip available for just about every function required," says John Lishman, Rockwell design engineer on the Wordsmith project. The system's special-purpose chips include a serial data controller (SDC), a general-purpose keyboard/display circuit and a display controller. Controlled by the SDC via software, the terminal's RAM-stored data goes at 1200 baud to a central computer through an acoustic coupler and an RS 232 interface. A printer port lets a user also obtain a local hardcopy readout of the terminal's contents.

The general-purpose keyboard/display circuit monitors the terminal's 25-station keyboard and six register switches and controls the unit's lower,

---

![Diagram of terminal's internal components](image-url)

A serial data controller (SDC) oversees the transfer of data between the portable terminal's RAM and a central computer, thereby easing the processing task of the system's microprocessor. The terminal's basic storage capacity equals 4K x 4 characters; expansions extend this capacity to 64K x 4. Other system components include a Rockwell PPS 4/2 microprocessor CPU, a general-purpose keyboard-display chip (GPKD), a general-purpose input/output chip (GPIO), a display controller (DC), a RAM interface chip (RIC) and a programmable I/O controller (PIO).
Our 100/200 megabyte OEM disk drives. Best for you. Best for your customers.

The new ISS 733-10/11 disk drives are the most advanced random access storage devices ever designed for the OEM market. With features that benefit you and your customers.

For example, exceptional speed in head positioning and start/stop times. Compactness. Quietness. Easy waist-high pack loading.

The big news, however, is their field-upgrade capabilities. The 100-megabyte 733-10 can be easily field-upgraded to 200 megabytes. Or you can have 200 megabytes immediately with ISS 733-11. And both can be ordered with, or field-upgraded to, dual port.

**Advanced interface design**

Our interface permits functional compatibility between ISS 733-10/11 and most current 40, 80, 100, 150, 200, and 300-megabyte drives. This means minimal controller modifications, if any.

**Performance features**

*Integral power supply.* Tolerates wide power variations, reduces susceptibility to cycle sags and brown-outs.

*Module select plug.* Permits flexibility in disk address assignments in multi-drive systems.

*Data separation and write data precompensation.* All data encoding/decoding is performed in the drive.

*Absolute cylinder addressing.* Disk addressing done in the drive, not the controller. Simplifies programming.

*Industry standard media.* 3336-1 and 3336-11 or equivalent disk packs.

*Programmable sector mark.* Allows user to select sector size to fit his application.

*Rotational position sensing.* Signals the system when the desired sector is approaching the read/write heads. Increases system throughput.

*Daisy chaining.* Greatly reduces cabling.

**Important options**

*Dual port.* ISS 733-10/11 can be upgraded from single to dual port in the field. Or dual port can be installed prior to delivery.

*Address mark format.* Permits variable record lengths.

*Round-the-clock ISS support* ISS maintains a complete support facility. Not just spares, but also technical assistance is available round-the-clock. Just call.

We’ll be glad to send more information about the ISS 733-10/11. Write or call ISS Marketing, 10435 N. Tantau Ave., Cupertino, CA 95014, (408) 257-5220. ISS is an operating unit of Sperry Univac.

---
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9-digit entry register. The display controller circuit handles the unit's two upper, 8-digit displays; a user transfers a data field for a given input from the entry register to the appropriate portion of the upper displays and thereby builds up the input field-by-field to minimize data-entry errors.

When all data fields for the input are complete, activating the terminal's "enter" key transfers the input to RAM. Lishman notes that the basic microprocessor-system configuration stores 4K x 4 characters and that memory expansions allow a maximum 64K x 4 addressing capability. In an application that requires storing 28 decimal digits for each input, one 4K RAM can accommodate about 145 inputs.

The terminal's design philosophy differs from that of at least one tape cassette-based portable terminal; that unit's designer (Digital Design, October, page 32) rejected using special-purpose I/O chips to ease its microprocessor's burden because he wished to minimize the unit's power consumption and size.

Solid state cuts error rate. In specifying that the terminal should use RAM rather than tape as an input medium, Wordsmith aimed to capitalize on the ease with which a computer can detect and correct errors in RAM-stored data, explains Wordsmith president Vince Kennedy. If a computer detects an error in a transmission from a cassette, it must ask for a retransmission of the entire data block and repeat this process until the transmission arrives error-free, he explains.

By contrast, with data stored in RAM, "we check after each record is sent; it's just like two computers talking to each other." If an error occurs, the terminal can retransmit the faulty record immediately. "We didn't see any way to do that with a cassette."

Microcomputerized traffic analyzer guides faithful in Moslem pilgrimage

Although it could have designed a comparable system with hardwired logic for about the same $59,000 cost, a manufacturer of proprietary electronic equipment chose instead to build its automated traffic-analysis network around microprocessors, an approach that the firm's chief engineer says accommodates display-format changes and expansions more easily than alternate design schemes.

Installed early last October by the Saudi Arabian government, the distributed microcomputer network gathers and processes traffic-flow data during the Haj, one of the great spiritual events in the Islamic world. During the two-week annual festival, 1.5 million Moslem faithful from Saudi Arabia and other countries journey to the holy cities of Mecca and Medina, where they perform a complex series of religious rituals dating back over 1300 years.

To help Saudi police control the traffic jams created by this population influx, the traffic-analysis system incorporates a computerized central processing station and ten microprocessor-based data-acquisition systems situated along strategic roads in and around Mecca. Developed by Martek International, Salt Lake City, the system requires about 30 fewer ICs than a comparable hardwired design, says chief engineer Ronald Ward.

Each of the ten remote monitoring systems incorporates an inductive wire loop that for one week continuously measures traffic volume in 15-minute intervals. Buried in the highway pavement, this wire loop continuously transfers the raw traffic data first to a detector and then to a nearby Model 6502 microprocessor, manufactured by MOS Technology, Norristown, PA.

The microprocessor divides its asso-
The Silent 7000 Model 733 ASR twin-cassette data terminal.

As a small systems peripheral and I/O console, the Silent 7000® model 733 ASR offers the best price/performance value in the industry today.

Consider how these hard-to-match features can boost the cost-effectiveness of your minicomputer or microprocessor system.

Cassette Input
Along with proven Silent 700 features such as 30-cps printing, virtual quietness and reliability, the 733 ASR offers twin tape cassette drives for low-cost data storage, software loading and off-line data editing.

Typically, you can store up to 288,000 characters per two-track cassette.

Data Editing
Additionally, you can use block or character editing combined with high-speed tape duplicating and fast file search.

Binary Object Output
A binary data option allows output of 8-bit binary object code onto cassettes after source code assembly.

A Small Systems Price
The Model 733 ASR lists for $3045* quantity one including printer and twin cassettes. The OEM's price is even more attractive.

To arrange a demonstration with your system call your nearest TI office listed below.

Or write Texas Instruments Incorporated, P.O. Box 1444, M/S 784, Houston, Texas 77001. Or call Terminal Marketing at (713) 494-5115, extension 2124.

*U.S. domestic price.
Our systems more reliable, easy-to-daisy-chaining. A daisy Disc Cell seldom fails—combined with streamlined maintenance. Each Model self-contained spin- sealed unit has a-compact unit with a self-contained spin-locked, air-pressure sealed cover. A Model 331 can be quickly field-repaired when it fails.

Microwave communication. From microprocessor memory, the remotely gathered traffic data goes to an on-site subcarrier modulator, which continuously relays the information by microwave transmission to the central processor at traffic-analysis headquarters. Martek chose microwave transmission to serve the Saudis' need for real-time analysis, but in applications not requiring continuous data transfer, the system could temporarily store traffic-flow information in a portable tape recorder.

Like its counterparts in the field, the central microcomputer incorporates a Winchester-type 5.25" hard disc with 65K of memory, the central computer mathematically analyzes the data and converts its calculations into four display formats: digital readouts of current traffic-flow rates at each of the ten monitoring stations, bar charts, tables and digital readouts of cumulative traffic volumes.

The tabular format incorporates two data columns—one for displaying total traffic volume for the current day, the other for breaking down that traffic-volume figure by minute and hour. The fourth format displays cumulative traffic volumes for each day of the week.

By displaying traffic data in different formats, the system lets Saudi police almost immediately visualize traffic conditions on each monitored road at any time of the day, Ward says. From these readouts, police can determine which highways are open and which have reached saturation levels so that they can plan appropriate control measures.

Gathering traffic data during a Moslem pilgrimage, the microprocessor based traffic-control system requires about 30 fewer ICs than a comparable hardwired design.

By viewing the displays singly or in various combinations, police can also detect traffic-flow patterns, predict trends, compare current readings with past figures and compile histories of the roads' traffic conditions.

Dual fonts required. After the central computer completes its processing functions, the system's traffic data goes through a switcher to a subcarrier modulator and finally to a Model 588 printer manufactured by Centronics, Hudson, N.H.

Martek aimed chiefly to provide the system with as many data-display formats as possible, says Ward, adding that the most serious design problem was the system's initial inability to generate legible printer output.

The firm's first effort to print traffic data in Arabic ended in "disaster," Ward admits. Many of the characters generated by the printer fit together incorrectly or for other reasons proved illegible to the company's Saudi clients. Much of the difficulty stemmed from the lack of a character font large enough to accommodate the Arabic alphabet and all its possible variations. Arabic characters vary in shape and size depending on whether they appear at the beginning, middle or end of a word.

To generate all the necessary Arabic characters, Ward and his colleagues configured the printer to alternate under program control between two characte...
If you're designing equipment that requires a numeric or alphanumeric printer here's an opportunity to upgrade capabilities, increase reliability, and maybe even cut costs, too.

"Spanning Hammers" Reduce Parts, Raise Reliability
Our innovative microprinters have only about one third the number of parts you'll find in conventional single hammer per column printers. Ours are simpler, so they're more reliable. Each spanning hammer forms the characters for three columns, therefore, only five hammers are required to print all fifteen columns.

Full 54 Character Printing In All Columns Our special bar matrix character formation permits printing of A-Z, 0-9, and eighteen symbols in all columns at speeds up to 90 lines/minute.

More Good News Users of your equipment will like our easy-handling snap-in ribbon cartridges, the economy of printing on inexpensive plain paper, and the flexibility of being able to make multiple impressions when the need arises. In addition, there are also optional ticket and ticket/tape mechanisms available.

And you'll like the fact that our printers are made right here in the U.S.A. So your design and engineering people can have easy access to our design and engineering people.

Let's Exchange Print-Outs
Send us a sample of your present printout and we'll send you a copy of ours. Plus, we'll send you full details on our series PR 1500 printer. Sheldon-Sodeco, 4 Westchester Plaza, Elmsford, N.Y. 10523; Phone (914) 592-4400. * in 100's

SHELDON-SODECO A COMPANY OF

NOW... A FULL ALPHANUMERIC, 15-COLUMN IMPACT PRINTER... FOR LESS THAN $110.00*

DEFGHIJKLMNOP
0123456
0123456
WE REPAIR DATA GENERAL™
AND DCC™ EQUIPMENT

Consider These Advantages:

• FAST TURNAROUND
• RELIABILITY
• LOW COST (repairs quoted before work begun)
• LOANERS AVAILABLE FOR MOST BOARDS*
• 30 DAY WARRANTY ON REPAIRS

MAINTENANCE CONTRACTS AVAILABLE

* Loaner Boards Subject to Availability

Trademarks registered by Data General Corp. and Digital Computer Controls, Inc. Endorsement of Keronix by either Data General or Digital Computer Controls not to be implied

KERONIX INC.

For Further Information, Contact:
George Földvary
Keronix, Inc.
1752 Cloverfield Boulevard
Santa Monica, California 90404
(213) 829-3594  TX 910-343-6480

WE HAVE REPRESENTATIVES AND DISTRIBUTORS WORLDWIDE
Using buried wire loops to collect raw data at ten remote monitoring stations, a microprocessor based traffic-analysis system helps Saudi Arabian police measure and control traffic volume during the Haj, a two-week annual Moslem pilgrimage. Placed atop towers alongside strategic roads in and around Mecca, the remote monitoring units continuously forward traffic-volume readings by microwave to a central-control station, where an MOS Technology 6502 microprocessor analyzes them.

**Upgraded µP system helps preserve software investments**

To protect the investment in applications software, product design and support, and development incurred by users of its 8080 microprocessors, Intel has designed its recently announced MCS-85 microcomputer system to be software- and bus-compatible with the MCS-80 system built around the older microprocessor. Equipment designers...
A Total System

KERONIX IDS - 16 MINICOMPUTERS
A 16-Bit Full Parallel Synchronous, High-Speed
General Purpose, Mini Computer

- INSTRUCTION SET, I/O INTERFACE & MEMORY
  INTERFACE COMPLETELY COMPATIBLE WITH
  NOVA™ SERIES OF MINI COMPUTERS
- ADDRESS UP TO 65K (Without the Use of Costly
  Memory Management)
- HINGED FRONT PANEL WITH FRONT LOADING
  CIRCUIT BOARDS
- POWER FAIL & RESTART—STANDARD
- FOUR 16 BIT ACCUMULATORS
- 800, 1000, or 1200 NANOSECOND MACHINE
  CYCLE TIME USING ONE BOARD CPU’S
- 4, 8, 10, 13 OR 17 SLOT CAPACITY
- INTEGRATED MSI & LSI CIRCUITS THROUGH-
  OUT. TRI-STATE ELEMENTS ARE USED FOR ALL
  I/O & MEMORY LINES
- FORCED-AIR COOLING (UP TO 4 COOLING FANS)
- POWER SUPPLY IS MODULAR FOR EASY SER-
  VICING & PROVIDES UP TO 50% MORE POWER
  THAN COMPARABLE UNITS
- MANY OPTIONAL FEATURES AVAILABLE
- EXTENSIVE SOFTWARE AVAILABLE
- LOANERS AVAILABLE ON OUR ONE-YEAR
  WARRANTY

LOOK FOR OUR COMPLETELY INTELLIGENT
KERONIX MODEL KX-8000, COMING SOON!

For more extensive information on our IDS-16, please con-
tact us directly.

KERONIX ADD-IN MEMORY PRODUCTS
4K, 8K, And 16K Words
PLUG COMPATIBLE CORE MEMORY SYSTEMS

- P-3 SERIES . . . FULLY COMPATIBLE WITH DATA
  GENERAL NOVATM 1200 & DCC™.116
- P-4 SERIES . . . FULLY COMPATIBLE WITH DATA
  GENERAL NOVATM 800, 820 and 840
- P-5 SERIES . . . FULLY COMPATIBLE WITH DATA
  GENERAL NOVA™ 2 SYSTEMS
- I SERIES . . . FULLY COMPATIBLE WITH INTER-
  DATA™ 70, 74, 7/16, 7/32 SYSTEMS
- D SERIES . . . FULLY COMPATIBLE WITH PDP-11™
  S
- J-1 SERIES . . . FULLY COMPATIBLE WITH MICRO-
  DATA™ 800 AND CIP™ 2000
- J-2 SERIES . . . FULLY COMPATIBLE WITH MICRO-
  DATA™ 1600
- G SERIES . . . FULLY COMPATIBLE WITH PRIME™
  100, 200, & 300
- E SERIES . . . FULLY COMPATIBLE WITH PDP™
  8E, F, M, AND A

IN ADDITION TO THE ABOVE, KERONIX MANU-
FACTURES ADD-ON MEMORIES, OEM MEMORIES,
AND CUSTOM MEMORIES

ONE-YEAR WARRANTY
WITH ALL KERONIX MEMORIES

TM Trademarks registered by Data General Corp., Digital
Computer Controls, Inc., Interdata, Digital Equipment Corp.,
Microdata, Cincinnati Milacron, and Prime. Endorsement of
Keronix products not to be implied.
VIDEO DISPLAY TERMINAL
KERONIX MODEL K-4000

- FULL KEYBOARD (Optional 10-Key Pad Available)
- HIGH RESOLUTION, NON-REFLECTING SCREEN; 9" X 7" (12" Diagonal); SWIVEL BASE; EASY VIEWING UP TO 10 FEET; BRIGHTNESS CONTROL; REVERSE VIDEO (Black Characters on White Background, Selectable)
- 80 CHARACTERS PER LINE, 25 LINES, 2000 CHARACTER DISPLAY; STORE UP TO 51 LINES & 4080 CHARACTERS; BLINKING CHARACTERS AT 3Hz RATE
- CURSOR CONTROL (Non-Destructive)
- INTERCHANGEABLE WITH TELETYPewriter USES STANDARD ASCII CODE
- INTERNAL POWER SUPPLY; RUNS OFF A SINGLE 15" X 15" P.C. BOARD
- VARIABLE BAUD RATE (75 to 9600 Bits Per Second); 10 OR 11 BIT CODE
- ODD OR EVEN OR MARK PARITY
- EITHER EIA OR 20 MA CURRENT LOOP

I/O AND PERIPHERAL CONTROLLERS
FOR KERONIX IDS 16 COMPUTERS AND NOVA™ SERIES OF COMPUTERS

- 1007 I/O BOARDS
- 1008 REAL TIME CLOCK
- 1010 TTY INTERFACE
- 1011 PAPER TAPE READER CONTROL
- 1012 PAPER TAPE PUNCH CONTROL
- 1016 CARD READER CONTROLLER
- 1023 EIA INTERFACE
- 1034 LINE PRINTER CONTROLLER
- 1038 MULTI-PROCESSOR COMMUNICATIONS ADAPTER
- 1046 DISK CONTROLLER
- 1146 FLEXIBLE DISK CONTROLLER
- 1054 EXTENDER BOARDS
- 1060-4 FOUR LINE ASYNCHRONOUS MULTIPLEXER FOR FOUR EIA STANDARD LEVEL LINES (MUX)
- 1060-8 MUX FOR EIGHT EIA STANDARD LEVEL LINES

IN ADDITION TO THE ABOVE, KERONIX MANUFACTURES ADD-ON MEMORIES, OEM MEMORIES, AND CUSTOM MEMORIES

ONE YEAR WARRANTY ON ALL KERONIX I0 PERIPHERAL CONTROLLERS

TM Trademarks registered by Data General Corporation
Endorsement of Keronix products by Data General not to be implied.
can thus continue to use the 8080 and switch over to the newer CPU and its support chips as they appear in larger quantities, says William Davidow, VP and general manager at the Santa Clara, CA, firm.

The 8085 CPU and its support chips differ in detailed structure from the 8080 family; the hardware modifications allow these major system changes:

- A typical 3-chip system - 8085 CPU; 8155 2K RAM, I/O and timer; and 8355 16K ROM and I/O (or 8755 16K EPROM and I/O) - can replace ten or more 8080-system components.
- Operating rate with standard-speed operations and performance for a sockets or transparent to the host computer.
- Equal and usually exceed the host manufacturer's pricing; delivery is usually within 14 days.
- Peripherals and general controllers for most major manufacturer's printers, card equipment, paper tape equipment, and/or RS-232 controllers.
- Four or eight channel Multiplexors, Nova 4060 compatible, with many additional program controlled features. Full modem control contained on board. Optional panel for multiplexor provides standard 25 pin communications connectors for each channel.

Hardware/services

TMS-9900 evaluation board. Incorporating the Texas Instruments TMS-9900 16-bit microprocessor, this 7” x 16” board provides a 13-instruction monitor that allows inspection of that microprocessor's register. It also incorporates an EPROM programmer for writing user programs into TMS-2708 UVROMs. You can expand the system to form a 65K byte computer by adding two 32K memory boards. Price, with documentation and wall-chart schematic: $269 unassembled, $369 assembled. Technico, 9130 Red Branch Rd., Columbia, MD 21045. (800) 638-2893 Circle 139

Z-80/MDS microcomputer board. This board allows users of Intel's Intellec microcomputer development system to upgrade that system to a Z-80 processor and a Z-80 disk-based assembler. It provides switch activated single-cycle capability and incorporates LEDs to indicate memory or I/O access. The unit will run with ICE-80, ICE-30, ROM simulators and other Intel accessories. You can obtain either a disk based assembler (for use with the ISIS DOS system) or a stand-alone version (for systems without a floppy disk). Price, with software: $1490. Relational Memory Systems, 150 Saratoga Ave. #332, Santa Clara, CA 95050. (408) 248-6356 Circle 134

MDB SYSTEMS presents... The NOVA® Connection

GP Interface Modules • Peripheral Controllers • Communications Interfaces • Accessory Hardware

New: Four or Eight Channel Multiplexors • Multiple I/O Controller

MDB Systems products always equal and usually exceed the host manufacturer's specifications and performance for a similar interface. MDB interfaces are software and diagnostic transparent to the host computer. MDB products are competitively priced; delivery is usually within 14 days ARO or sooner.

Here are some MDB Systems connections to Data General NOVA computers:

- General Purpose Interfaces: GHIQ similar to Nova 4040, with PC'd interface logic and wire wrap section for 105 wire wrap devices. Full wire wrap board for 215 sockets or DIP devices.
- Device Controllers for most major manufacturer's printers, card equipment, paper tape equipment.
- Four or eight channel Multiplexors, Nova 4060 compatible, with many additional program controlled features. Full modem control contained on board. Optional panel for multiplexor provides standard 25 pin communications connectors for each channel.
- Multiple I/O board for TTY and/or RS-232 Controllers. Options include Real Time Clock and modem control.
- Accessory Hardware
  - Front loading expansion chassis, optional power supply configurations, chassis may be terminated or daisy chained.
  - Terminator modules.
  - Extender boards.

Check first with MDB Systems for your NOVA computer interface requirements.

MDB also supplies interface modules for DEC PDP-11* and Interdata computers and for DEC's LSI-11 microprocessor.

MDB SYSTEMS, INC.
1995 N. Batavia St., Orange, California 92665
714/998-6500 TWX: 910-593-1339

*TMs Data General Corp. & Digital Equipment Corp.
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A chicken in every pot, a car in every garage, a microprocessor in every factory — while politicians attempt to realize the first two parts of this dream, semiconductor manufacturers and electronic-equipment builders push to fulfill the third. That way, industry will be able to manufacture enough pots and cars to accommodate all those garages and chickens.

But car and pot factories — indeed most factories — lack the docile environment that electronic designers crave for their equipment. So designing control systems for use in damp paper mills, dusty warehouses, caustic-atmosphered steel mills or oil-laden machine shops can prove difficult.

Consider the case of a complex logic control system installed near a window on the west side of a coil-steel processing plant, where its oil-tight cabinet felt the full effect of the afternoon sun. One day, a high-pressure hydraulic line near the cabinet burst and sprayed fluid into the cabinet's open door. Surprisingly, the electronics continued functioning — until someone removed a PC card and then replaced it. Oil on the contacts had caused the malfunction, and the situation deteriorated rapidly as the maintenance staff removed and replaced more cards in their attempts to diagnose the problem. This case could be a little extreme, but it illustrates the problems facing designers of even moderately high-speed industrial electronic control systems.

electrical transients and long interconnections that arise in industrial applications. Although today's semiconductors exhibit improved temperature characteristics, their higher operating speeds (Table 1) aggravate system susceptibility to the broadband, random white noise that envelops most industrial operations.

design constraints and goals

Faced with these problems, how can a designer of an industrial microprocessor control system best deal with them?

Recognizing the super-hostile environment for which your system is probably destined, investigate such constraints as maximum ambient operating temperature, conducted and radiated noise susceptibility limits, and structural limits such as shock and vibration tolerance. Such constraints generally stem from the engineering standards of your firm, and they are often "component limited." Some typical numbers appear in Table 2.

Design constraints established, you're ready to firm up your overall system design goals. The noise susceptibility of any semiconductor family is well-established — the higher a family's logic threshold, the better its noise immunity (Table 3). But you'll derive maximum benefit from using a particular logic family only if a primary goal in your design is to maintain careful circuit-to-circuit interconnections, especially between ground points.

The ground bus is the one bus common to all circuits in your system. And in a "spider web" ground system, unwanted signals can appear at key circuit points. The circuit furthest from the bus' main ground point experiences all of the noise the circuits closer to that point generate, and it can misfire in response to combinations of those circuits' random noise signals.
To deal with this problem in our Eptak industrial microprocessor controller, we strove to achieve single-point grounding by using ground planes with wide ground runners and by minimizing the number of current nodes tied to any of these ground runners. Minor field modifications have sometimes improved on this approach, but we have found that providing a single common connecting point for the power supply dc return, the chassis connection and an earth-ground connecting point normally produces the best results (Fig 1).

The individual ground return paths for each circuit in the optimum grounding layout shown in Fig 2 generally don't suit systems with a computer bus structure, however. But utilizing empty backplane area as a ground bus provides results that approach this ideal layout. The wide expanse of ground surface also serves as an electrostatic shield (Fig 3).

Minimizing the effects of transmission-medium discontinuities should constitute another primary design goal. The slower a semiconductor device responds to an input, the less likely it is to respond to transients. But the nanosecond switching times exhibited by today's electronics—and mandated by the need for "near real-time" operations in industrial control applications—can produce ringing, overshoots and reflections in connections unless you utilize matched line terminations at junctions between modules and backplanes and between backplanes and interchassis cables.

Establishing such matched terminations involves making connections through resistors and capacitors whose values—usually determined empirically—tend to reduce the magnitude of the circuit disturbances (Fig 4).

Implementing a design

Once you've investigated design constraints and set overall design goals, you can begin choosing the family of devices that will meet your needs. Decisions in this area are highly subjective, but some guidelines I consider basic are:
• Choose the most up-to-date microprocessor available from a reputable source.
• Develop a general-purpose rather than a dedicated system.
• Continually strive to achieve greater computing power and system speed — set your sights high.
• Develop your own medium-to-high-power language; existing languages rarely suit the characteristics of your system.

In general, strive to utilize the newest technology available. ROM choice constitutes one area that could require some difficult decisions. You probably won't consider unalterable, fusible link units for a general-purpose system, but should you use UV PROMs or "electrically alterable" MNOS units? Currently the most popular type of PROM, a UV-erasable unit offers access times compatible with current microprocessor speeds. You can program it in your system by using an extender card to take advantage of system power supplies,
Timing signals and program source. MNOS devices, on the other hand, offer the advantage of alterability of selected memory locations, but they have not gained wide use yet because of their need for periodic refreshing.

Now consider some specific design areas and the techniques you can apply to solving the problems that can arise in each of them.

Temperature requirements. Despite every engineer's awareness that "heat is bad for electronics," many designers cram too much power in too small a volume. And when specifying an ambient temperature, they often forget to consider internal cabinet-temperature rises.

When you establish a maximum operating ambient, consider both the design limits of the components you use and the zeal with which you intend to stuff those heat-generating components into a small package. The Eptak's Intel 8080 and its support chips can withstand temperatures ranging to 70°C; we focused on an open-construction cabinet design to achieve the required convection cooling of these devices through external air movements.

Electrical noise. Communicating noise specs can be like describing a sunset to a person who has never seen the sky. Little commonality in noise testing and noise definition exists in the industrial world, though military and aerospace specs provide a starting point.

But the elaborate test equipment used to measure military and aerospace equipment performance generally isn't used in industry, either because it doesn't accurately simulate factory noise or because it's too expensive. However, you can purchase some controlled noise testing by commercial labs for $500 to $600 a day.

We subject the Eptak to broad-spectrum radiated noise generated by sparking techniques. One of our most grueling tests, lovingly termed the "zap test" or the "Q.A. sting," utilizes a small-diameter electrode charged with 3600 V @ 60 Hz. Passed over the most sensitive areas of the Eptak's anatomy, it subjects the equipment to a continuous arc.

I/O system. Because some applications require an industrial microprocessor system to control hundreds of input/output signals, the system's I/O circuitry represents a large percentage of total system cost and thus deserves careful design attention. Your primary concern should be to find the most cost-effective way of handling line delays for remote I/O without paying an exorbitant speed penalty.

The simplest communication method requires the CPU to interrogate the I/O system and wait for a response — a time-consuming process. Such interrogations can occur either over parallel hookups (expensive because they require large
It Comes Naturally With The Altair™ 8800b

The Altair 8800b from MITS: the second generation design of the microcomputer that started it all. The mainframe that has the abilities everyone is demanding from microcomputers today.

**Expand-ability:**
The Altair 8800b power supply and one-piece, 18-slot motherboard allow efficient and easy expandability for memory and I/O options. All Altair PC boards are designed to give you maximum capability at lowest power usage possible per board. This means that for each slot used you get more features and require less power, than with any of the "off-brand" Altair-bus-compatible boards.

Whether you buy an entire system up front or choose to expand gradually, it's easy to get the configuration you need with the complete family of Altair peripheral equipment, including floppy disk, line printer, audio cassette, record interface, A/D converter, PROM programmer, serial and parallel I/O boards.

**Reli-ability:**
The unique design features of the Altair 8800b, which have set the standard for the microcomputer industry, make it the most reliable unit of its kind. The Altair 100-pin bus, the now-standard design used by many imitators, has been "standard" all along at MITS. The unique Front Panel Interface Board on the Altair 8800b isolates and filters front panel noise before it can be transmitted to the bus. The all-new CPU board utilizes the 8080A microprocessor, Intel 8224 clock generator and 8216 bus drivers.

**Flex-ability:**
Meeting the diversified demands of an ever-increasing microprocessor market requires flexibility: not just hardware flexibility but software flexibility as well. MITS software, including the innovative Altair BASIC language, allows the full potential of the Altair 8800b computer to be realized.

8K ALTAIR BASIC has facilities for variable length strings with LEFTS, RIGHTS, and MIDS functions, a concatenation operator, and VAL AND STRS functions to convert between strings and numbers.

Extended ALTAIR BASIC allows integer, single and double precision variables, automatic line numbering and restructuring, user-defined string functions, PRINT USING for formatted output and a powerful EDIT command for editing program files during or after entry. Extended statements and commands include IF THEN ELSE, LIST and DELETE program lines, SWAP variables and Trace On and Off for debugging.

Disk ALTAIR BASIC has all the features of Extended BASIC with the additional capability to maintain sequential and random access disk files. Utilities are provided for formatting disks and printing directories.

In all versions of ALTAIR BASIC you get the ease and efficiency of BASIC for the solution of real world problems.

Package II, an assembly language development system for the Altair 8800b, includes system monitor, text editor, assembler and debugger.

**Afford-ability:**
Prices for the Altair 8800b start at $840.00 for a kit and $1800.00 for an assembled unit (all documentation included).

For a complete listing of prices on all Altair products and a free brochure, contact:

MITS, Inc.
2450 Alamo S.E.
Albuquerque, N.M. 87106
(505)243-7821

NOTE: Altair is a trademark of MITS, Inc.
time domain.

data domain.
Biomation's new logic analyzers give you both.

When your job is to interface, integrate and program a complex new digital logic system, you want as much information as you can get. That's why we're providing a new set of tools which let you display timing information as well as logic word content—in the language of your choice.

Our new 1650-D logic analyzer gives you 16 channels at 50MHz. Our 851-D gives you 8 channels at the same speed. Accessories can now give you a logic state (1's and 0's) display of any 16 stored words; hex or octal translation; and a vector map of memory contents. The 8 and 16-channel logic analyzers feature:

- Pretrigger and delayed trigger recording
- Trigger point can be easily identified
- Latch record mode for fast pulse capture
- Combinational triggering (true or false)
- Movable display cursor that stays with the data when you switch display modes
- Display expansion, mixed or full, X5, X10 or X20

These are complex instruments and we can't give you all significant details here. But please write, call, or use the reader service card. We want to get this useful information into your hands. Biomation, 10411 Bubb Road, Cupertino, CA 95014, (408) 255-9500. TWX: 910-338-0226.
**How to impress Accounting**

That's the department most likely to be impressed by "bottom line" results. And, why we've developed the C-9370, a stator-wound yoke. It does (we admit) cost more than the ordinary TV type saddle yoke, but results in the most favorable "bottom line" figure.

You can prove that to yourself. Finish filling in the column below:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Ordinary Syntronlc TY type yoke</th>
<th>Syntronic C-9370 Yoke</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Coat of yoke</td>
<td>$</td>
<td>about $25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coat of correction magnets</td>
<td>$</td>
<td>(not necessary)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coat of hardware to hold magnets</td>
<td>$</td>
<td>(not necessary)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coat of labor to attach magnets</td>
<td>$</td>
<td>(not necessary)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coat of labor to adjust magnets</td>
<td>$</td>
<td>(not necessary)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cost of replacing rejected yokes</td>
<td>$</td>
<td>(not necessary)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>that fail short of meeting customer standards</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cost of recycling product that does not meet Q.A. standards due to yoke deficiencies</td>
<td>$</td>
<td>(not necessary)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cost of field service to make adjustments to satisfy customer</td>
<td>$</td>
<td>(not necessary)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extra sales expense and &quot;persuasion&quot; necessary to sell non-competitive displays</td>
<td>$</td>
<td>(not necessary)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

"Bottom line" total $25

---

**Additional Content**

... amounts of wire) or serial arrangements (cheaper but slower than the parallel approach).

Our approach in Eptak, chosen to make optimum use of the controller’s computing time, is to continuously accept asynchronous serial data and store it in the controller until needed. Then, when the controller must address a particular I/O device, it can obtain the required information without delay.

This approach complicates the system's total I/O circuitry, but its time advantages outweigh that disadvantage.

Another approach (probably the best way, but expensive in terms of both hardware and software) utilizes separate microprocessor circuits to process data at each remote point.
How to get your own free ticket to COMPUTER EXPO 77

1. Circle the job title that most nearly describes your responsibilities:

2. Circle the city and dates most convenient to you:
   San Francisco Civic Auditorium—March 29–31
   Los Angeles Convention Center—April 5–7
   Cleveland Convention Center—April 19–21
   Minneapolis/St. Paul, St. Paul Civic Center—April 26–28
   Chicago, McCormick Place—May 3–5
   New York Coliseum—May 10–12
   Philadelphia Convention Center—May 24–26
   Washington, DC, Sheraton Park Hotel—May 31–June 2
   Boston, Northeast Trade Center (Rte 128, exit 39)—June 7–9

3. Circle those dates on your business calendar.
   Then show up and register! As a qualified professional, that's all you need to do to take part in the varied exhibits, demonstrations and exhibitor seminars.

SEE: Live Demonstrations and Displays of new computer products and services, including Minicomputers, Printers, Microcomputers, Microprocessors, Printer Terminals, ROM's and RAM's, Flexible Disk Drives, Power Supplies, Keyboards, Modems, Readouts and Displays, Cassette Systems, Magnetic Tape Transports, Core Memories, Graphics Systems, Miniperipherals, Small Business Computers, Software, Data Communications Equipment, and much more! Every day from 10 AM to 5 PM.

VISIT: Free Exhibitor Seminars covering the selection and use of these products and services. These free seminars will be held every day.

ENROLL: Designer Forums* will be conducted in five cities by leading designers and independent experts. Topics are Evaluating and Using Microprocessors (Tuesday) • Evaluating Peripherals for Mini- or Microcomputers (Wednesday) • Evaluating Memory and Storage Devices (Thursday) • (Designer Forums are scheduled in San Francisco, Los Angeles, Chicago, New York and Boston.)

NOTE: Case Study User Forums* are scheduled in all nine cities. Topics are: Applying Minicomputers (Tuesday) • Managing Terminal Networks (Wednesday) • Improving Software Productivity (Thursday).
   *The Forums are held in conjunction with COMPUTER EXPO and require separate registration and fees. They are held each day from 9 AM to 1 PM. One day's admission fee is only $45; additional days are $35. Advance registration is recommended. Call (800) 225-3080 to reserve your space and get complete registration materials.

Come to the Computer Show that's coming to you—COMPUTER EXPO 77—Organized by COMPUTER CARAVAN 77
A division of Computerworld, Inc.
797 Washington Street, Newton, MA 02160
Back in November, I started this series by examining the Intel 8080 — probably today’s most popular 8-bit processor. This month I'll consider a chip that I feel thoroughly upstages the 8080. Zilog’s Z80 offers all of the software and hardware features of the 8080 and more; software for the 8080 can run directly on the Z80 without change. But the Z80 offers more instructions than the 8080, so most programs written expressly for the Zilog processor are more efficient. The Z80 also offers several hardware advantages, including on-chip clock generation, which eliminates a chip from the system, and on-chip dynamic RAM refresh, which eliminates some external logic and headaches.

### Structure and Instructions

The Z80 (Fig 1) contains all of the registers of the 8080 and some extra ones as well. Register A functions as the accumulator just as in the 8080; register A’ stores the primary accumulator and greatly improves interrupt response time. The other 8080 registers — B,C,D,E,H and L — are matched by a second set of 8-bit registers — B’,C’,D’,E’,H’ and L’ — which provide temporary storage for the primary registers and also help improve interrupt response time. Only the primary registers are manipulated by the Z80’s instruction set; they hold temporary results or provide the operands of instructions that can modify the accumulator. Unlike the 8080, the Z80 also has a set of instructions that modify these working registers without modifying the accumulator.

The Z80 incorporates four 16-bit registers — PC, SP, IX and IY. The program counter (PC) is the same as the 8080’s, as is the stack pointer, which contains the address of the next available location in a last-in, first-out pushdown stack stored in RAM. The other registers — IX and IY — are index registers and resemble the 16-bit pair (H,L).

The Z80’s two special-purpose registers are denoted by I and R. You’ll rarely use the latter; it contains a memory refresh counter to enable the Z80 to perform dynamic memory refresh. You can load R by a program, but it automatically increments after each instruction fetch. The other special register — I — controls interrupts. The Z80 can operate in a mode where an indirect call to any memory loca-
tion can occur in response to an interrupt; the I register serves this mode of interrupt processing and stores the high-order eight bits of the indirect address. The low-order eight bits come from the interrupting device; this feature eliminates the need to store all interrupt response routines in the first few locations of memory.

Fig 5 summarizes the Z80's instruction set. Although the unit's designers chose different opcode mnemonics, you'll recognize the entire 8080 instruction set within the larger set (shaded portions). The nature of each instruction determines which of six addressing methods a program uses to obtain the instruction's operand, if any. The first four of these methods are the same as the 8080's:

* Direct addressing. The operand lies in the memory location whose address is specified by the second and third bytes of the instruction. Because the Z80 is compatible with 8080 programs, the address is stored just like the 8080's direct address—least-significant byte first and most-significant byte second. A typical direct addressed instruction is:

```
LD A,(1234H) ; load A with 1234(hex)
```

It loads the contents of memory location 1234 (hexadecimal) into the accumulator and is stored in memory as 3A3412 (hexadecimal).

* Register addressing. The operand lies in one of the general registers. For example, the instruction

```
BIT 1D ; test bit 1 of D
```

tests Bit One of register D. It sets status flags according to the result (1=EQ, 0=NE); this instruction is unique to the Z80.

* Register indirect addressing. If the address of the operand lies in registers (B,C), (D,E) or (H,L), you can often reference that operand by a register indirect instruction. The register pair (H,L) provides the most flexibility for the operation. The 8080 treats the contents of the memory location referenced by (H,L) as M, a mythical 8-bit register; by contrast, the Z80 refers to the contents of (H,L) as (HL). For example, the instruction

```
OR (HL) ; A=A or (HL)
```

logically ORs the contents of the memory location addressed by the register pair (H,L) with the accumulator and places the result in the accumulator.

* Immediate addressing. The operand is provided by the second byte of the instruction. For example, the instruction

```
SUB 2 ; A=A-2
```

subtracts the constant 2 from the accumulator. Notice that the Z80 uses the same opcode mnemonic for immediate addressing as it does for register addressing; the assembler determines the proper instruction by examining the operand field.

* Indexed addressing. The operand lies in the memory location whose address is specified by the arithmetic sum of the third byte of the instruction and one of the two index registers (IX, IY). Some of these instructions (e.g., INC) are three bytes long, while some (e.g., BIT) require four bytes. In both cases the offset is stored in the third byte of the instruction. For example,

```
RES 1,(IX+10) ; reset bit 1 of (IX+10)
```

resets Bit One of the memory location addressed by the contents of register IX plus 10 and stores the result in memory as DDCB018E. In Fig 5, denoting the opcode as DDCB.8E highlights the location of the offset.

* Relative addressing. This method uses the byte that follows an opcode to specify a displacement from the existing program to which a jump can occur. This displacement is a signed two's complement number, added to the address of the opcode of the next instruction (address of the current instruction plus 2). The operation allows a transfer within the range of +129 to -126 of the current instruction. If

```
JR +2 ; jump to (PC+2) + 2
```

were located at address 234 (hex), it would transfer control to address 238.

**using the index registers and manipulating bits**

You can use the Z80's index registers to provide a powerful method of addressing data in memory. One of the 8080's major limitations is that you can't use any memory location except the one addressed by (H,L) as an arithmetic operand. But you can use one of the Z80's index registers to increase this capability to 256 locations. For example, the instruction

```
ADD (IX+10) ; add contents of (IX+10) to A
```

adds the contents of the memory location addressed by IX+10 to the accumulator. If you use the EQU (assembly time equivalence) instruction, you create the same operation by using this sequence:

```
ABC EQU 10 ; ABC=10
ADD (IX+ABC) ; add contents of (IX+10) to A
```

**Fig 2** Organizing data in overlapping tables precludes the use of the Z80's LD1 or LDIR instructions to move data from location TAB to location TAB1.

**Fig 3** Organizing tables horizontally so that each entry's bytes are stored sequentially precludes effective use of the Z80's block-search instructions.

**Fig 4** One way to avoid the time penalty that results from the search of a horizontally organized table involves reorganizing the table vertically.
EQU doesn't generate any Z80 code; it merely indicates to the assembler that the label ABC is the same as the constant 10. If you define a group of variables as:

VAR1 EQU 0 ; VAR1 is byte 0
XYZ EQU 1 ; XYZ is byte 1
THIS EQU 2 ; THIS is byte 2

you can reference each one as in the previous sequence. Because EQU doesn't generate any code, you must still reserve memory space and then initialize the index register so that it addresses the reserved area of memory. Code

MEM BSS 256 ; reserve 256 locations
LD IX,MEM ; preset IX to location MEM

to achieve this goal. If you've established your variables and reserved memory this way, you can use sequences like the following one, which adds XYZ to VAR1 and places the result in THIS:

LD A,(IX+VAR1) ; A=VAR1
ADD (IX+XYZ) ; A=A+XYZ
LD (IX+THIS),A ; THIS=A

This sequence requires nine bytes of code and replaces the following 11-byte 8080 sequence:

LDA MEM+VAR1 ; A=VAR1 (same as location MEM)
MOV B,A ; save A in B
LDA MEM+XYZ ; A=XYZ (same as location MEM+1)
ADD B ; calculate the sum
STA MEM+THIS ; THIS=A (same as location MEM+2)

Because the Z80 has two index registers, you can actually access two groups of 256 locations using this scheme, which isn't the only use for the index registers but is worthy of careful examination if you randomly address many different variables in memory.

The Z80 offers three instructions designed for bit manipulation — BIT, RES and SET; they test a bit, reset a bit to zero or set a bit to one and are useful for manipulating flags. For example, you can assign one of the general registers, say D, as a flag register, which provides the program with eight individual flags. To increase program readability, use EQU to define the flags. Here's an example:

FLAGA EQU 2 ; FLAGA is bit 2
SET FLAGA,D ; set the flag

BIT FLAGA,D ; test the flag

If you define variables as described earlier, you can put the flags in memory and avoid having to use a register. As a first step, define the flag word; then define the flags within the word. This sequence defines two flags (FLAGA and FLAGB) within the flag word FLAG:

FLAG EQU 14 ; flag word is word 14
FLAGA EQU 0 ; FLAGA is bit 0
FLAGB EQU 1 ; FLAGB is bit 1

To test one of the flags, use

BIT FLAGA,(IX+FLAG) ; test bit FLAGA of word FLAG

You can also use the bit-manipulation instructions to test the sign of one of the registers without modifying the accumulator. This sequence transfers control to YES if the number in register E is negative:

BIT 7,E ; test the sign bit of E
JP NZ,YES ; jump if sign bit is set

If the number lies in the accumulator, a faster sequence to test for a negative number is still the one I discussed for the 8080:

OR A ; A=A or A
JB N,YES

8080-compatibility: less than 100%

Literature always describes the Z80 as 8080 instruction-set-compatible, but there's one little exception to this description. The incompatibility involves the Z80's parity/overflow flag; the Z80 expands the 8080's parity flag so it sometimes indicates parity and sometimes indicates arithmetic overflow (a condition that cannot be directly tested in the 8080.)

The Z80 uses the flag as a parity flag whenever it performs logical operations (e.g. AND) and as an overflow flag whenever it performs arithmetic operations (e.g. ADD). The problem is that the 8080 always uses the flag to indicate parity. If the accumulator contains 120(78 hexadecimal) and you add the constant 104(68 hexadecimal) to it, you obtain

0111 1000
+0104 0110 1000

1101 0000

The answer is negative, yet both operands are positive, so an overflow has occurred. In this situation the Z80 sets its parity/overflow flag, but if you perform the same operation on the 8080, the microprocessor ignores the overflow and sets the flag according to the parity of the result, which in this case is odd. This means that the 8080 would not set the parity flag. Therefore an incompatibility exists. This sequence branches to location Z80 if executed on the Z80 and to location 8080 if executed on the Intel 8080:

LD A,120 ; A=120
ADD 104 ; A=120+104
JP PE,Z80 ; jump to Z80 if parity is set
JP PO,18080 ; jump to 8080 if parity is reset

This is the only incompatibility between the two microprocessors that I discovered, and it appears to be a very minor one. However, if you are a computer hobbyist using a Mits Altair computer, you'll quickly discover that this sequence or a similar one is used in the firm's version of Basic.

Table manipulation

Manipulating data stored in tables is a common task in microprocessor systems, and the Z80 has a special group of instructions that both move tables of data and locate an entry within a table. The four table-move instructions — LDI, LDIR, LDD and LDDR — each require that you preset the registers this way:

(D,E) = address of the destination
(H,L) = address of the source
(B,C) = number of words to be transferred

Each time the microprocessor executes the block transfer

Fig 5. Clip and save this summary of the Z80's instruction set. Though the opcode mnemonics are different, the shaded portions represent the 8080 instruction set, which forms a subset of the Z80's.
CPI, CPIR, CPD, you must preset the registers this way: CPIR

48

as the first locations.

Also remember that you want to manipulate the data as it is being transferred. This sequence copies the first location (set to zero) into the TAB to TAB1; because LDI doesn't alter the zero flag, you can perform the move as

LD DE,TAB1 ; (DE)=destination address
LD HL,TAB ; (HL)=source address
LD BC,100 ; (B,C)=number of words
LDIR ; transfer the data

This sequence requires 11 memory bytes and requires 2095 clock cycles to execute LDIR. If you try to perform the same operation without LDIR, you must replace LDIR with

LDIR ; transfer the data

This sequence copies the first location (set to zero) into the second, then copies the second (set to zero by the first copy) into the third, and so on.

What about LD, LDD and LDDR? Use LDI or LDD if you want to manipulate the data as it is being transferred. Assume that you only want to transfer nonzero data from TAB to TAB1; because LDI doesn't alter the zero flag, you can perform the move as

LD DE,TAB1 ; (DE)=destination address
LD HL,TAB ; (HL)=source address
LD BC,99 ; (B,C)=length-1
LD A,B ; test BC=0
OR C
JP NZ,LOOP ; continue to end

This sequence copies the first location (set to zero) into the second, then copies the second (set to zero by the first copy) into the third, and so on.

The repeat versions - CPI or CPDR - repeat until (B,C)=0 or until the desired data is located. If you have a table - TAB - that contains one-byte entries, the following sequence locates an item (contained in the accumulator) in the table. It jumps to ERROR if the item is not in the table and returns to the calling program if it finds the item:

FIND LD HL,TAB ; (H,L)=address of TAB
LD BC,2144 ; (B,C)=table length
CPIR ; search
RET Z ; return if found (Z flag set)
JP ERROR ; jump to error routine

To make effective use of the block-search instructions, you must organize tables properly. Because (H,L) is incremented by one after each search, it isn't convenient to organize tables horizontally, so that every byte of the entry is sequential (Fig 3). If you want to locate an entry associated with a specific key, and each entry contains three bytes, modify the search program this way:

FIND1 CPI ; search one entry
RET Z ; return if found
INC HL ; advance to next entry
INC HL
JP PE,FIND1 ; continue till (B,C)=0
JP ERROR ; data not found

The memory penalty for this modification is small, but the time penalty is large. The original search requires 21 cycles; this one requires 43 cycles. How can you avoid the penalty? One way is to reorganize the table. Instead of placing each byte of each entry in sequence, put all of the first bytes first, then all of the second bytes, then all of the third bytes (Fig 4). Such a vertically organized table lets you use the original search program. To obtain the other two bytes of the entry, execute this sequence after the entry has been found:

LD BC,2144 ; (B,C)=table length
ADD HL,BC ; (H,L)=address of byte two
LD D,(HL) ; D=byte two
ADD HL,BC ; (H,L)=address of byte three
LD E,(HL) ; E=byte three
relative addressing

If I had to name the single most important group of improvements in the Z80, the relative address jumps would definitely win the title; the six instructions in this group – JR, JR C, JR NC, JR Z, JR NZ, DJNZ – are more effective in reducing program size than any other group. The examples I’ve presented so far use normal jump instructions, but most of those instructions could be replaced by the relative address version and save one byte per jump. Alas, the relative address versions have one drawback – a relative address jump takes more time to execute than the normal jump if the condition is met and the jump is performed. For example, JP takes 10 cycles and JR takes 12. This 20% increase in processor time may be significant in some routines, especially subroutines that handle interrupts. In those cases it may be wise to use the extra byte of memory to save the processor time. As usual you’re faced with an application-dependent memory/time tradeoff.

One of the relative jumps – DJNZ – deserves further examination; it’s particularly useful for controlling loops. Each time it is executed the B register is decremented by one, and if B is not zero after the decrement, the jump is performed. For example, this loop is executed 22 times:

```
LD B,22 ; B=loop count

LOOP .
.
.
DJNZ LOOP ; continue till B=0
```

DJNZ can often replace a 2-instruction sequence – DEC, JP. This saves one byte of memory and 3 processor cycles each time it is executed – a significant savings for large loop-counts.

arithmetic manipulations with shifts

The shift repertoire for the Z80 has been greatly expanded; not only does the microprocessor allow more types of shifts, but any register – not just the accumulator – can be shifted. For example, the sequence

```
SLA D ; shift register D left
```

replaces this common 8080 sequence:

```
LD A,D ; A=D
OR A ; clear carry
RLA ; shift A left
LD D,A ; put answer back in D
```

One immediate advantage of this capability is the ability to create a multi-word shift. For example, this sequence shifts the (H,L) pair left one bit (zero fill):

```
SLA L ; shift L left, 0 fill
RL H ; shift H left, carry fill
```

Though it illustrates the concept, it’s a poor example because the approach I outlined in November is still faster and uses less memory:

```
ADD HL,HL ; shift HL left, 0 fill
```

I chose this example to illustrate a point: DON’T AUTOMATICALLY DISCARD AN OLD CONCEPT JUST BECAUSE YOU HAVE A FEW NEW FLASHY INSTRUCTIONS TO PLAY WITH. The flashy approach may not be the best one. On the other hand, if you want to right shift (H,L) by one,

the new approach is the only one:

```
SRA H ; shift H right, 0 fill
RR L ; shift L right, carry fill
```

Remembering the shift mnemonics might be difficult, but the guidelines are straightforward. Those that start with ‘S’ are shifts, and the vacated bit is filled with zero (SLA, SRL) or the previous sign (SRA). Those that start with ‘R’ are rotates, and the vacated bit is filled with carry (RLC, RRC) or the bit shifted out of the register (RLO, RRI). In all cases the bit shifted out of the register goes into the carry flag. Finally, the special rotates that end in ‘A’ modify the accumulator (RLA, RRCA, RLA, RRA) and require only a

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Listing 1. General-Purpose, High-Precision Multiply Routine</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MULT LD B,LEN ; B=length of numbers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MULT1 LD (IX+ANSW),0 ; clear one byte</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INC IX ; advance to the next byte</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DJNZ MULT1 ; continue till all bytes cleared</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MULT2 LD B,LEN-1 ; shift the first operand right-zero fill</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LD IX,NUM1 ;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SRL (IX+0) ;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MULT3 INC IX ; advance to next byte - does not change CY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RR (IX+0) ; shift next byte</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DJNZ MULT3 ; continue till all bytes shifted - doesn't affect CY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JR NC,MULT5 ; skip partial product add if no carry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LD B,LEN ; set ANSW=ANSW+NUM2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LD IX, NUM2+LEN-1 ; both indexes start at the end of the number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LD IY, ANS+LEN-1 ; clear carry (it was set, so complement it)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CCF ; clear carry (it was set, so complement it)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MULT4 LD A,(IY+0) ; add corresponding bytes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADC (IY+0) ;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LD (IY+0),A ;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DEC IX ; advance to the next byte</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DEC IY ;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DJNZ MULT4 ;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MULT5 LD B,LEN ; shift the second operand left one - zero fill</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LD IX, NUM2+LEN-1 ; index from the end</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XOR A ; be sure carry is cleared</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MULT6 RL (IX+0) ; rotate one byte</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DEC IX ;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DJNZ MULT6 ; continue till done</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LD B,LEN ; i</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LD IX,NUM1 ;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MULT7 OR (IX+0) ;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>; or all bytes together (A was zero at start)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DJNZ MULT7 ;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JR NZ,MULT2 ; continue the multiply</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RET ;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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one-byte opcode. In addition, the accumulator shifts — which are the same ones offered by the 8080 — affect the carry but not the other flags; all other shifts affect all flags. Thus, these two accumulator shifts are different because the first uses only one byte, and only changes carry, whereas the second uses two bytes and changes all flags:

- RLC A ; rotate A left
- RLCA ; rotate A left (set flags)

One particularly good use of the extended shift repertoire lies in the creation of a multiply routine. The following routine calculates \((H,L)= (B,C) \times (D,E)\):

```
MULT LD HL,0 ; reset the answer to zero
MLOOP SRL B ; shift (B,C) right - zero fill
RR C
JR NC,NOA-$ ; skip the partial product add if no carry
ADD HL,DE ; (H,L)=(H,L)+(D,E)
NOA EX HL,DE ; shift (D,E) left by one - use and ADD HL,HL
EX HL,DE
LD A,B ; if (B,C) = 0 we are done
OR C
JR NZ,MLOOP-$ ; continue till done
RET ; exit
```

This routine resembles the one offered by Zilog in its manual, but it's faster, because it terminates the multiply when \((B,C) = 0\) rather than just going through the loop 16 times. For small numbers, say 161 * 33, this results in an order-of-magnitude speed increase.

This routine also doesn't check for overflow — answers could be more than 16 bits long. One last note: The relative address jumps must have the displacement in the operand field — the assembler refuses to calculate it for you, as you would expect. Thus, you must write 'X-$' to generate a transfer to X. This is a rather silly restriction, but you must live with it.

If you examine the Z80's opcodes carefully you'll notice that you can shift memory locations relative to IX or IY. For example,

```slas```
shifting the memory location (IY+2). Using this type of shift, you can create a general-purpose high-precision multiply. The routine in Listing 1 multiplies two numbers (NUM1, NUM2) and puts the answer in ANSW. The numbers can be any number of bytes long, but all three of them are the same length. Again I'll ignore overflow, but you could easily include that check also. In this version, the length of the numbers is set by the assembly language constant LEN, but you could pass the length as one more parameter.

The routine in Listing 1 may be slow, but it can multiply 64 bits just like the big machines. It can even do more than 64 — if you have the time.

Recall the algorithm for calculating Sin/Cos that I discussed in December; it relied heavily on shift operations. The multi-precision shifting approach I've just outlined could be used with that algorithm to create very high-accuracy Sin/Cos routines. If you want to duplicate the precision of the better calculators by using the CORDIC algorithm, which I also discussed in December, you would need about a 60-bit shift.

What else can you do with shifts? Another area where shift algorithms find use is in error correct schemes. In one simple error detection scheme — parity — a single bit is added to the data so that the total number of one-bits is either even (even parity) or odd (odd parity). If the resulting data is then transmitted or stored and later retrieved and its parity isn't correct, a transmission error has occurred. You can expand the parity check concept to provide a more substantial data check. Instead of adding a single parity bit, add several by using a feedback shift register. The one in Fig 6 serves the IBM SDLC data convention; here's how it works. The register is initially set to zero. When a character is transferred, it is simultaneously shifted into the accumulator. After all of the characters are transferred, the accumulator's contents (the cyclic redundancy check character) go to the receiver, where they are used to determine correctness of the data. The receiver simultaneously receives the data and shifts it into another accumulator (constructed just like the one used to transmit). After all data, including the CRC, has arrived, the accumulator can detect and correct errors. Correction is slightly complicated, but detection is easy: If the accumulator contains zero, no errors occurred.

How can you implement this or any other feedback shift network in software? Emulation of the hardware (shift by one and exclusive-OR as appropriate) is one way, albeit a time consuming one. Another way, more complicated but worth the extra effort, is to analyze the accumulator and determine an equation for what it contains after all shifts have occurred. Assume you're dealing with 8-bit characters. After one shift, the accumulator contains \((B7-B0)\) in the input character, X15-X0 the old accumulator:

\[
X14 X13 X12 (X11+X15+B7) X10 X9 X8 X7 X6 X5 X4 X3 X2 X1 X0 (X15+B7)
\]

All + signs, of course, signify exclusive ORs. If you continue this analysis, you'll create a terribly complicated mess. Notice that at each step, the common term \((X15+B)\) is used to calculate three of the bits. If you use Yi to represent this common term, you obtain for the first step:

\[
X14 X13 X12 (X11+Y7) X10 X9 X8 X7 X6 X5 (X4+Y7) X3 X2 X1 X0 (Y7)
\]

where

- \(Y7 = X15+B7\)

If you continue the analysis, you'll obtain the contents of the accumulator after all eight shifts:

\[
X7+Y3,X6+Y2,X5+Y1,X4+Y0+Y7,X3+Y6,X2+Y5,X1+Y4,X0+Y3,Y7+Y2,Y6+Y1,Y5+Y0,Y4,Y3,Y2,Y1,Y0
\]

where

- \(Y7 = X15+B7\)
- \(Y6 = X14+B6\)
- \(Y5 = X13+B5\)
- \(Y4 = X12+B4\)
- \(Y3 = X11+B3+Y7\)
- \(Y2 = X10+B2+Y6\)
- \(Y1 = X9+B1+Y5\)
- \(Y0 = X8+B0+Y4\)

What can you do with this information? Try rewriting the equations in terms of 16-bit computer words; X15 to X0 is
one computer word. The exclusive ORs become

\[
\begin{align*}
X7 & X6 X5 X4 X3 X2 X1 X0 \\
Y3 & Y2 Y1 Y0 \\
... & ... \\
Y7 & Y6 Y5 Y4 Y3 Y2 Y1 Y0 \\
... & ... \\
Y7 & Y6 Y5 Y4 Y3 Y2 Y1 Y0
\end{align*}
\]

Finally, light appears at the end of the tunnel. You’ve reduced the 8-bit feedback shift to three 16-bit exclusive ORs. The same analysis works for any feedback shift. To implement the reduced equations, use the program in Listing 2. The (H,L) pair serves as the accumulator, and the character lies in the accumulator. Clear (H,L) the first time you call the routine.

### Listing 2. Routine For Implementing A Feedback Shift Network

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Instruction</th>
<th>Registers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>XOR H</td>
<td>; calculate Y7-Y0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LD B,A</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RRA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RRA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RRA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RRA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XOR B</td>
<td>B=Y7 Y6 Y5 Y4 Y3 Y2 Y1 Y0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LD B,A</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RRCA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RRCA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RRCA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LD C,A</td>
<td>; C=Y2 Y1 Y0 Y7 Y6 Y5 Y4 Y3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AND IFH</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LD D,A</td>
<td>; D= - - - Y7 Y6 Y5 Y4 Y3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LD A,C</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RRCA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AND OFOH</td>
<td>; A=Y3 Y2 Y1 Y0 - - -</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XOR D</td>
<td>A=Y3 Y2 Y1 Y0+Y7 Y6 Y5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XOR L</td>
<td>H=upper bits of new accumulator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LD H,A</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LD A,C</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AND OEOH</td>
<td>; A=Y2 Y1 Y0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XOR B</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LD L,A</td>
<td>L=lower bits of new accumulator</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

If you want more information on CRC generation, try these three references. The Lin text is the most readable, but most experts consider the Peterson reference the authoritative source:


Next month, Dollhoff will conclude his exploration of microprocessor software optimization with a discussion of the National Semiconductor SC/MP and the Electronic Arrays EA9002.
Most designers no longer doubt that microcomputers will appear in an increasingly wide range of future industrial and scientific instrumentation and control devices—systems that formerly would have utilized hardwired logic. And with the growth of computer games and hobby-computer kits, such microcomputers have now also begun appearing in consumer applications.

This second, consumer oriented phase of the microprocessor revolution has just recently arrived. Most current home-computer systems are hobby systems, assembled from kits by persons versed in computer techniques—much as some stereo enthusiasts assemble hi-fi systems from audio components. But by the end of this year, according to Venture Development Corp. (VDC), preassembled computer systems will appear. Analogous to the prepackaged stereo sets now sold to enthusiasts more interested in using entertainment systems than in building them, these “home computers” will serve users less sophisticated than today’s computer hobbyists.

The market for “home computers” will double every year thereafter, at least through the early 1980s, projects Alan Kaplan, senior consultant at the Wellesley, MA, firm and author of the firm’s recent study, The Home Computer. He explains that VDC has had contact with at least three manufacturers—a consumer electronics firm, a hobby-computer maker and a manufacturer of traditional mini- and microcomputers—each of which is “quite serious” about introducing a “home computer” by the end of this year. Both consumer-electronics stores and general merchandisers will distribute these planned “home computer” systems.
The burgeoning hobby-computer market and the potentially larger market for "home computers" will each generate continued demand for computer peripherals. According to the VDC study, a questionnaire mailed to over 1200 home-computer users (mostly hobbyists) yielded this data on current standard-peripheral use in home systems in mid-1976:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Peripheral</th>
<th>Percentage of Respondents</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Floppy</td>
<td>38.7% (Now) 61.3% (Add)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Keyboard Entry</td>
<td>89.0% (Now) 11.0% (Add)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CRT/Video</td>
<td>64.5% (Now) 35.5% (Add)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cassette</td>
<td>59.7% (Now) 40.3% (Add)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paper Tape**</td>
<td>40.3% (Now) 59.7% (Add)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Printer</td>
<td>22.6% (Now) 77.4% (Add)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Also includes respondents who plan to add in one year or less
** Reader and/or punch

And the accompanying pie charts show how the hobbyist's dollar was apportioned among the standard peripherals last year, and how VDC expects sales in the hobby market (excluding "home computers") for standard peripherals to divide up in 1981.

A key trend highlighted in the VDC study focuses on greater systems integration in home-computer peripherals; more users, especially buyers of "home computers," will favor systems with built-in peripherals. Hobbyists, on the other hand, will continue to buy peripherals as components.

Says Kaplan: "For hobbyists, price is overwhelmingly the most important factor, much more so than it would be in the commercial area." Hobbyists are more concerned with low mean time to repair than are commercial users of peripherals; those users stress high reliability — reflected by high mean time before failure. Thus, he says, manufacturers and designers of peripherals slated for the hobby-computer market will do well to develop their systems with such factors in mind.

What other factors influence the design of peripherals for hobby-computer systems? What performance requirements will designers of "home computer" systems specify for the peripherals they integrate into those systems? How can peripherals designers best meet these requirements?

The design case-histories that follow attempt to answer some of these questions; you'll read in them of the design goals that governed the development of three peripheral systems aimed specifically at hobby-computer applications. If you're a designer of similar hobby-computer peripherals, read how some of your colleagues met their design goals, and apply their expertise to the solution of your problems. And if you're a designer of a potential "home computer" system, read about the capabilities of some of the peripherals you may want to specify for use in that system.

Jordan Backler
Managing Editor

Source: Venture Development Corp.
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INTELLIGENT-TERMINAL DESIGNERS OPT FOR 8080-COMPATIBLE CIRCUITRY

by Lee Felsenstein and Robert Marsh

Because the "home computer" serves a consumer market, both it and the peripherals designed for use with it must exhibit high-volume production and adequate customer support. With these fundamental requirements in mind, we designed the Sol product line to simultaneously meet the needs of two applications. Both Sol-10 and Sol-20 function as intelligent terminals—each unit lacks only a CRT monitor. Additionally, Sol-20 incorporates a power supply and expansion chassis, which with adequate memory allow it to operate as a stand-alone computer. And the system’s basic electronics, housed on one board and designated Sol-PC, serves OEM applications that require a single-board computer.

To provide Sol with the required customer support, we developed Basic and Focal language packages as well as application and game programs. We also developed two ROM-resident programs—Solos, which optimizes Sol-20 functions for stand-alone computer applications, and Soled, which implements the functions of an intelligent terminal on either Sol-10 or Sol-20.

Lee Felsenstein is the founder of LGC Engineering, Berkeley, CA, and a consultant to Processor Technology, Emeryville, CA. Robert Marsh is vice president of Processor Technology.
“visible RAM” in the video display circuit.

The display section treats its RAM as 2-port memory; the processor has the highest priority. We placed the second port under control of the screen refresh circuitry, which calls up data as required for conversion by the character-generator ROM into video signals for display. We didn’t connect the video display section to the internal bus because we felt we had to allow for its being loaded directly from an external DMA device, which can gain control of the data bus but not the internal bus. We made the data bus the source of all data fed to memory and I/O, both on-card and off; the only other data input to the processor from on-card circuitry is set to the location in RAM where it will next appear.

The 8080 initializes with its program counter at 0000, but much software currently in use, as well as the vectored interrupt instruction subset in the 8080, requires the location of RAM at Page 0. To allow for temporary relocation of ROM to Page 0 during the first four fetches after reset, we configured a “phantom” circuit, which provides a signal to a bus pin during that period; the memory-page decoder consists of exclusive ORs that respond to C or 0 depending on the state of this circuit. The first instruction decoder in the ROM is always a NOP, followed by a Jump to the first page of C000, so when the “phantom” signal ceases the program counter is set to the location in ROM where it will next appear.

We placed the ROM on a 1.75” x 3.5” plug-in module card that fits into a 30-pin edge connector at the rear of the unit. Originally implemented to allow for multiple EPROM sourcing, this connection method also lets unskilled users interchange monitor firmware without removing the cabinet.

**interfaces**

Sol’s parallel interface circuit follows the model of the hobbyist standard proposed by Harold Mauch of Percom, Inc. Because this standard calls for a minimum strobe width of 1 μs for interfacing to MOS logic, we inserted a wait state in all I/O operations to widen their strobes. The video display also requires a wait state to allow for settling of the 2-port address multiplexers, so we decided to insert one wait state in all on-card memory references. The insertion allows the use of higher-speed 8080 chips without requiring re-

---

**Fig 2** The internal bus in the Sol circuitry functions as a unidirectional circuit for low-drive, on-card memory and I/O devices that can’t meet the drive requirements of the system’s full external data bus. It allows Sol to fully utilize the tri-state capabilities of the UARTs used in the intelligent-terminal system’s serial-interface and tape-interface channels.

---

We derived board timing from a 14.31818-MHz crystal oscillator; the frequency, four times that of the NTSC color burst, provides compatibility with color video graphics devices. This “dot clock” goes to an external connector and feeds the output shift register and character divider of the video display section as well as the 8080 clock divider. We configured the clock circuit using MSI and SSI TTL chips rather than the Intel 8224 LSI chip to allow for several selectable microprocessor clock rates; that way, we can retrofit higher-speed processor chips into the same board. When designing the clock, we took care to ensure non-overlapping phases and used a switch-tail ring counter to eliminate ambiguous states during clocking. An AH 0026 dual MOS clock-driver chip feeds the 8080.

The circuitry synchronizes all control inputs to the 8080 with the clock and forces a “wait state” immediately after the reset condition; these two techniques help eliminate "crash" conditions to which previous S-100 processors are prone. An R-C charge-up network provides automatic power-up reset sequencing of the processor.

Because this standard calls for a minimum strobe width of 1 μs for interfacing to MOS logic, we inserted a wait state in all I/O operations to widen their strobes. The video display also requires a wait state to allow for settling of the 2-port address multiplexers, so we decided to insert one wait state in all on-card memory references. The insertion allows the use of higher-speed 8080 chips without requiring re-
placement of on-card memory. High-speed access still occurs to all off-card memory that resides on the bus.

The serial interface drives its baud clock from a 1200-Hz signal extracted from a divider in the video display section. A 153.6-kHz signal locks to this lower frequency through a CMOS 4046 phase-locked loop that works through a 4024 CMOS divider; the divider's outputs provide clocks for all rates between 75 and 9600 baud, except 110 baud. For that rate, a 4029 CMOS programmable counter performs a divide-by-eleven on a 19.2-kHz signal and produces a 109-baud clock. The outputs of the divider also function as timing signals in the tape interface section.

The tape interface allows data recording at 1200 baud on audio cassettes or other audio media; it uses Manchester or phase encoding with a bit-cell time of 1667 µs. In response to suggestions originally made by Don Lancaster of Synergetics, the interface feeds a UART with a clock that is phase-locked to the incoming data rate and thereby assures recovery of the data independent of real-time distortion introduced by tape-speed variation over the lock range of the loop. Automatic gain control provides another necessary dimension of adaptability. This recording and recovery method, termed CUTS (Computer Users Tape Standard), represents a refinement of the "Kansas City" or "Byte" standard defined in 1975. The audio tape interface is software-switchable between these two standards, and two motor-control relays on the Sol board replace the switches of the usual low-cost cassette recorder.

The system's keyboard, a custom unit from Key Tronic, connects to the PC board through a ribbon cable connector that plugs into a header soldered to the board. A capacitance crossbar-type unit that uses no LSI encoder and no mechanical contacts, the unit has a key assembly that can be removed for cleaning in case of the dreaded "Coke Test." A combination of "upper case" and "repeat" keys performs a reset function and eliminates the need for a reset switch.

**DESIGNING CONSUMER-SYSTEM PERIPHERALS**

**PRINTER-KIT DESIGNERS STRIVE FOR UNIVERSAL \( \mu \)C COMPATIBILITY**

by Gary Kay

As home-computer use grows, so does the demand for low-cost printers. Although many hobbyists use video terminals for I/O because of their comparatively low price, low operation cost and silent operation, many of these same users also require a hardcopy capability for listing important data and programs—it's awfully difficult to debug a long program without the use of a hardcopy printout.

Teletypewriters constitute one source of hardcopy capability for the home-computer user, but the late-model ASCII versions of these terminals are relatively expensive, while the older Baudot versions have limited character sets and lack code compatibility. Furthermore, both types of teletype writer are bulky and noisy.

Searching for low-cost alternatives to these printer systems, we quickly eliminated expensive 80-column mechanisms and focused on the printers used in point-of-sale (POS) terminals. But many of these smaller POS printers are also expensive, and most of them print less than 20 char./line—a length insufficient to accommodate hobbyists' program listings.

One unit met our cost and mechanical requirements, however. Manufactured by LRC Corp., Riverton, WY, and distributed by C. Itoh Corp., New York City, the 40-column, 5x7 impact dot matrix printer outputs 75 lpm and incorporates a printhead similar to the devices used in Centronics Model 101 printers (Fig 1).

A rotating cylinder, measuring slightly longer than the head's printing width on the paper and housed below the head, moves the head across the paper at a constant velocity (except at the extreme ends of the head's motion, where no printing occurs). Rotated by a synchronous ac motor

---

**Fig 1** Printer used in the kit outputs 40-column lines at 75 lpm. Manufactured by LRC Corp. and distributed by C. Itoh Corp., it requires no head-positioning circuitry and thereby simplifies the requirements placed on its driver electronics.
You'll be able to see the latest and the best in Minicomputers, Printers, Microcomputers, Microprocessors, Printer Terminals, ROM's and RAM's, Flexible Disk Drives, Power Supplies, Keyboards, Modems, Readouts and Displays, Cassette Systems, Magnetic Tape Transports, Core Memories, Graphics Systems, Miniperipherals, Small Business Computers, Software, Data Communications Equipment, and much more!
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Fig 2 Printhead-motion generator incorporates a cylinder that makes one rotation for each line the printer outputs. A projection coupled to it by a ribbed nylon drive belt, the cylinder makes one revolution for each line the printer outputs. A uniform, single-cyclic, zig-zag track on the cylinder's surface runs from the cylinder's left side to its right side and back to the left; a projection on the printhead rides in this track, and as the cylinder rotates, the printhead moves back and forth across the paper (Fig 2).

Because it requires no head-positioning circuitry, this motion-generation scheme greatly simplified the requirements placed on the electronics we designed to drive the printer. That circuitry senses the printhead's "start of line" position through a microswitch actuated by a cam attached to the cylinder's right side. The printer also incorporates an eccentric-cam-driven pawl arm, mounted on the cylinder's left side, that advances the paper one line for each cylinder revolution.

design goal: universal compatibility

In designing all of our peripheral systems, which include kits for video terminals, graphics terminals and audio cassette interfaces as well as a kit for the PR-40 printer system, we attempt to achieve compatibility with any minicomputer or microcomputer equipped with accessible serial or parallel interfaces. We feel that a peripheral should have a minimum amount of power, memory, data bus and software dependence on its host computer; it should interface with the

Fig 3 Driver electronics for the printer kit reflects its designers' goal of making the system as independent of its host as possible. To simplify the host's software and timing overheads, the circuitry stores one line of character data in a FIFO buffer memory.
Heavy-duty
300 LPM-132 COL.

Chain Printer Mechanism at low cost.

DOT MATRIX IS NOT the only technology that can reduce your printer cost.

MECHANISM-ONLY IS SUFFICIENT for those who have the capability to produce interface, power supply and cabinet. We can also help you in your design needs.

WE'RE SURE YOU PREFER the 3X-faster chain printer at prices competitive with dot matrix.

Reliability, print quality, high maintainability and low cost are outstanding features of the 8201 Chain Printer Mechanism. Designed and produced by one of Japan’s leading watch manufacturers—Citizen Watch Co., Ltd.—it has been incorporated into final products by 20 computer system manufacturers and suppliers in the past 2 years. And price-wise it competes aggressively with today’s 165-200 cps dot matrix printers.

SPECIFICATIONS:

- Printing Method: Print train, flying hammer
- Printing speed:
  - 298-529 LPM (48 Characters)
  - 250-397 LPM (64 Characters)
  - 188-265 LPM (96 Characters)
- Number of columns: 132 columns
- Number of characters: 48, 64 or 96
- Character spacing: 10 characters/inch
- Line spacing: 6 lines/inch
- Width of print paper: Max. 16 inch
- Number of copies: 6 (including original)
- Paper loading: Swing gate
- Paper feed: One pair of pin feed tractors, 14 in./sec. (clutchless drive system)

INKED RIBBON:
- Inked ribbon feed: Special gear train
- Frequency: 50/60Hz ± 1Hz
- Size (HxWxD): 11.3 x 24.8 x 19.3 inches
- Weight: Approx. 80 lbs.
- Noise level: 68 dB full line
- Operating condition: Temperature: 40-105°F (5-40°C)
- Humidity: 30-85%

*Varies according to customer’s design.

For detailed information contact:
C. Itoh Electronics, Inc.
280 Park Avenue, NY, NY 10017.
Phone: (212) 682-0420, or...
5301 Beethoven Street, Los Angeles, CA 90066. Phone: (213) 390-7778.
C. Itoh Electronics, Inc. is part of the world-famous 117-year international trading company, C. Itoh & Co., Ltd.
host either through RS 232 or TTY serial circuitry or an 8-bit parallel link.

This approach lets the peripheral’s user attach it to a variety of hosts and doesn’t preclude future host-computer upgrades. By contrast, many peripherals designers now configure systems compatible with the Mits Altair bus, an approach that limits future upgrades to 8080-type bus structures. But given today’s rate of technological development, what are the chances that this bus structure will remain the most popular approach? And what can users do with such dedicated, plug-on peripherals if they wish to switch to a 16-bit number-crunching microcomputer or a non-8080 type 8-bit unit?

Starting with this constraint of making the $250 printer system as independent of its host as possible, we designed the system’s driver electronics (Fig 3) to store one complete line of character data in a FIFO buffer memory. The alternative approach—storing the characters in the host’s memory and outputting them sequentially whenever the printer must print a line—creates both software and timing overhead for the host. Overcoming these drawbacks can prove especially limiting to a computer hobbyist, who often lacks the necessary software background to program around them.

The driver electronics incorporates all of the timing and control circuitry required to transfer a line of data from FIFO memory to the printhead; the operation doesn’t require software-generated control signals. The electronics interfaces with the host through an 8-bit parallel connection, and an “input strobe” control line from the printer informs the host of a character’s acceptance. Sent over seven data lines, the ASCII character information for an entire line is printed whenever the electronics receives a carriage return (OD16) signal or whenever the 40-character buffer fills.

The printer ignores all control characters except carriage return; the electronics initiates repeated line feeds by outputting multiple carriage-return commands. Because the printer can output only upper-case ASCII characters, the electronics also translates all lower-case characters into their upper-case equivalents.

A hardware power-up reset circuit automatically clears the FIFO memory when a user first turns on the system. Triac-controlled and powered by the 120 Vac secondary on its power supply transformer, the printer’s motor remains isolated from the system’s main power line. And because the power transformer has two primaries that can connect either in series or in parallel, the entire system can accommodate 240 Vac European power sources as well as 120 Vac power supplies.

DESIGNING CONSUMER-SYSTEM PERIPHERALS

FLOPPY-DISK SYSTEM PARTITIONS FUNCTIONS ON TWO BOARDS

by Thomas Durston

The design goals we formulated in March 1975 for the Altair floppy-disk system were essentially the same as those formulated for other Altair products. Striving to keep our approach general at first, we decided to

- Design the hardware to interface the Altair 8800 computer to currently available floppy-disk drives
- Design the hardware to allow efficient use of software
- Design the system for low cost without sacrificing reliability
- Complete the hardware design in a minimum time
- Design for the simplest circuitry to allow easy troubleshooting
- Create a product that a user can build from a kit
- Use a minimum number of special components
- Design a product that can operate from a variety of ac supply voltages and frequencies.

As a first step toward making these goals more specific, we had to define the system configuration, decide upon the most efficient read/write format and consider the software required to drive the system. After examining our options, we set these more specific design goals:

- Utilize hard-sectored formatting

Thomas Durston is engineering program director at Mits, Inc., Albuquerque, NM.

![Diagram](image-url)

Fig 1 Floppy-disk system designed to mate with the Altair CPU incorporates a Pertec drive, chosen partly for its dc drive motor, which is insensitive to line frequency variations and requires no drive belt.
Your Single Bored Computer can be the life of the party.

Just introduce it to these swinging iCOM Microperipherals.

Intel's SBC80/10 Single Board Computer and Card Cage

iCOM PP80 SBC/MDS PROM Programmer/Memory Expander—Programs 2704 and 2708 EPROMs. Has sockets for up to 8K additional PROM. Occupies one slot in SBC card cage. Works with Intel's MDS-800 too.

iCOM 360-56 SBC80/10 Interface card—Interfaces iCOM Frugal Floppy™ to the Intel SBC80/10. Includes software driver PROM and iCOM's famous FDOS-II software with macro assembler and string oriented text editor. Occupies one slot in SBC card cage.

iCOM FF36-1 Frugal Floppy™—Includes disk drive with daisy chain capability, proven IBM compatible controller, all cables and connectors. Also available as a completely packaged system. MDS version available, too.

So you have a computer on a board. Now what? iCOM has the answers with two essential Microperipherals.

First, our Frugal Floppy™ with disk drive, controller and SBC80/10 interface, for just $1495 complete. Includes our famous FDOS-II software with super features, such as named variable length files, autotile create open and close, multiple merge and delete—and more.

Second, our PROM Programmer/Memory Expander for 2704 and 2708 EPROMs. Just $395 including 1K ROM resident programming firmware. Room for 8K of additional PROM, too. So call iCOM today.
125 centers EDGE CARD Connector

.025 SQ. Terminations

with Semi Bellow-form bifurcated contacts. Available from 4-130 contacts for wire wrapping or flow soldering.

Our engineering dept personnel are ready to consult with you on your connector applications, new product development and product modification problems. Just give us a call at (212) 899-4422.

Write for free sample. Specify contact quantity.

6125-250 WA
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CONTINENTAL CONNECTOR CORPORATION
34-63 56TH Street
Woodside, N.Y. 11377
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MEDIA III - your complete peripheral systems source for all Data General, or D/G-emulating computers

- Controllers for disk and tape drives
- Communications multiplexers
- Controllers for card readers, reader/punches, line printers

Our experience in installing hundreds of systems assures you of:

- Proven performance
- Cost-effectiveness
- Software compatibility
- On-time deliveries

We are now the largest independent manufacturer of peripherals for Data General computer users. Check our price/performance specs and see why.

MEDIA III

2259 Via Burton
Anaheim, CA 92806
(714) 870-7660 • (914) 592-8812 • TWX 910-591-1150
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- Install one drive per cabinet, with provisions for connecting up to 16 drives in a system
- Partition the disk controller into seven major circuit groups. These groups include addressing circuits for communication with the computer, index/sector circuitry, a Read Data circuit, disk-drive and controller status circuits, a Write Data circuit, a disk-drive-selection circuit and disk-drive function-control circuitry.

achieving the goals

After we completed this initial design phase, we discovered that the required controller circuitry, which incorporates about 60 TTL ICs, was too dense to fit on one of the 5" x 10" boards used in the Altair. So designers partitioned the controller’s seven major circuit groups (Fig 2) were easily implemented. For the address selection logic on Board One, we used standard 7400-type gates to decode the system’s eight address and four I/O status lines into the lines that enable the six disk controller circuits. Designing the logic for the index/sector circuitry and the Read Data circuit was tougher. We used synchronous logic where possible; where timing delays were required, we achieved them through careful application of one-shot multivibrators. We designed
the timing circuits in the index/sector decoder to allow a 20% variation in pulse width output, and we used 5% tolerance Mylar capacitors to ensure accuracy and stability. We also bypassed the Vcc supply at each one-shot, using 0.1µF ceramic disk capacitors, and we located the timing components as close as possible to their respective pins on the IC. The Read Data circuit utilizes the only monostable multivibrator in the disk controller that requires 10% accuracy, and 5% tolerance mica capacitors minimize variations in it. The rest of the circuitry consists of logic connected synchronously to provide the sector count and the read data presented to the data input bus in the computer.

The Read Data circuit utilizes the only monostable multivibrator in the disk controller that requires 10% accuracy, and 5% tolerance mica capacitors minimize variations in it. The rest of the circuitry consists of logic connected synchronously to provide the sector count and the read data presented to the data input bus in the computer.

The other input circuitry on Board One is the status circuit, which we also designed as simply as possible. It consists of line drivers with their inputs connected to the various circuits as required by software and their outputs connected to the Altair data input bus. To reduce noise in the system, the +5 V Vcc supply for Board One contains bypass capacitors, and all unused inputs are either grounded or connected to Vcc through 1K Ω pullup resistors.

The same design principles used on Board One apply to Board Two. We made the design of the Write Data circuit on Board Two completely synchronous, including the 9316 counters used to generate the write clock and data timing. This type of circuitry is highly stable and eliminates the ripple through counting noise found in nonsynchronous logic. The disk-drive-select circuitry is uncomplicated; it consists of a 4-bit latch, a flip flop and a one-shot timer. We designed the disk function-
The new, Accuflo® ink roll is a miser with ink.

Ink-bearing plastics simplify inking. The plastic ink roll contains its own ink supply. When the ink gives out, you replace the roll. That's when Accuflo plastic pays off. Here's why:

Accuflo holds more ink.
Large pores in Accuflo's interior give it high ink capacity and permit the use of inks with high pigment content.

Accuflo gives up its ink slowly.
Fine pores on the inking surface control ink emission. Large land areas give you even distribution — uniform inking.

A strong, dimensionally stable Accuflo ink roll engineered for your O.E.M. needs can simplify your inking system and give you hundreds of thousands of crisp impressions from a single roll.

Write for a free Accuflo Design Guide.
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Fig 3 Complete floppy-disk system stores more than 300K bytes/diskette and accesses in less than 1 sec. A typical computer system incorporates two drives; up to 16 can serve one CPU.

c control circuit to operate the individual disk drive functions; each function requires at least one timing circuit. As before, we configured the required one-shot timers to allow for worst-case variations.

After investigating interconnect and wiring alternatives, we chose a method in which 0.1" center-pin connectors mate to sockets with crimp or solder pins; the scheme allows a kit builder to assemble typically expensive cables at good savings. For the interconnect wiring, we chose twisted-pair flat cable to provide what we feel is the best noise immunity and signal transfer characteristics.

For a floppy-disk drive, we selected the Pertec FD-400, both for its dc motor and performance characteristics (its dc motor is insensitive to line frequency variations and requires no drive belts) and its price. We designed a power supply to accommodate the floppy's requirements and keep special parts usage and cost to a minimum; to simplify the design and guarantee supply stability we chose 7800-type voltage regulators. The system's heatsinking utilizes aluminum extrusions and a cooling fan; external interconnections occur through DC-37 rectangular connectors, chosen because of availability, reliability and low cost.

The resulting floppy-disk system (Fig 3) can store over 300K bytes/diskette and has an access time of less than one second. It usually uses Altair Disk Basic software, which resides in the lower 20K of memory and provides disk utilization routines. The system's two controller cards plug into the computer's bus; all control, status and data I/O goes through three I/O ports dedicated to disk control.

Automated Testing For Electronics Manufacturing


For more information, contact Susan Chouinard (617) 232-5470.
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Personal Computing is a new magazine about people and computers. In the past year alone, over 10,000 computers were sold to individuals. By the early 1980's, many experts project that over 1,000,000 personal computers will be up and running.

Personal Computing recognizes the people's right to know all about computers. After all, the man in the street will make the ultimate decision about the ways in which computers will affect his life. Informed people will make judgements largely favorable to the continuing, rapid growth of the computer market.

Personal Computing can help you know what computers are, how they work, and in what ways they are changing society.

Published bi-monthly, Personal Computing will provide educational articles on basic computer jargon, computer architecture, and computer programming. These articles will be written in easy to understand language for the beginner and they will serve as a reference for people already knowledgeable in the field.

Another regular feature on Personal Computing will be a section on "Future Computing." Also, each issue will include a poster sized, four color computer graphic.

MONEY-SAVING SUBSCRIPTION OFFER
Save $4 a year over the single-copy price by ordering an annual subscription now to Personal Computing. If the coupon is missing, send your payment to: Personal Computing, 167 Corey Road, Brookline, MA 02146.
Rates: U.S., $8; Canada and Mexico, $14 surface mail and $18 airmail; All other countries, $26 airmail.

To subscribe to Personal Computing, fill out this coupon and return it with your check to:

Personal Computing
167 Corey Road, Brookline, MA 02146, U.S.A.

NAME __________________________
ADDRESS ________________________
CITY ___________________________ STATE & ZIP _______
COUNTRY ________________________

Annual subscription rates: U.S., $8; Mexico and Canada, $14 surface mail and $18 airmail; All other countries, $26 airmail.
At long last! A that doesn't do
All it does is process numbers. Other microprocessors do almost anything you tell them to. And that’s proven to be an industry-shaking advantage. But in certain cases there’s a hitch. Programming can be kind of hairy, and in many applications general-purpose microprocessors can be cost ineffective.

Our new MM 57109 dedicated microprocessor (the Number Cruncher) is our answer.

It’s pre-programmed to do a wide variety of math functions (including log, trig and functions of x), and do it more efficiently, reliably and cheaply.

Use it as a stand-alone or as a satellite to your general purpose microprocessor.

And the price tag?

In quantities of a hundred, a mere $12.

And that’s a number you should be able to process very nicely.
Monitor network spots tape-skew effects

When recording digital data in such high-density formats as the 800-character/in NRZ mode, many digital tape drives exhibit a sharp rise in their character reading failure rates. Many of these reading errors arise from skew, the failure of a tape drive to record characters perpendicularly to the tape's edge.

Skew can result from both static and dynamic conditions. In static skew, character reading errors stem from physical misalignment of the recording head, tape guides or individual track recording gaps within the head assembly. In dynamic skew, the tape wanders and squirms as it passes across the recording head. Both types of skew cause serious problems when tapes are recorded and read on different machines or when data is interchanged between computers.

Seeking to reduce these harmful effects of skew, Robert McKenna of NASA's Goddard Space Flight Center, Greenbelt, MD, has devised and patented a network that automatically checks the skew and character spacing of digital tape drive systems. The network pinpoints skewed data recordings and determines whether the flaws require correction.

In the network's 9-track version, a series of pulse shapers receive input information derived from the system's conventional peak detectors. To establish skew-time displacement, outputs from these pulse shapers go to the circuit's first-pulse detector. And to locate individual track errors, the network parallel-processes inputs from the drive's tracks. The network also incorporates a circuit for indicating character spacing errors.

To align a tape system's reading heads, McKenna flips an align/readback switch to its align position—an action that activates a 1.5-µs delay, corresponding to the read-head skew typical of 800 character/in, NRZ recordings. For other recording densities and tape speeds, this delay differs.

After the input tape drive reads a skew alignment tape, detected signals arrive on the input tracks, and the first-pulse detector identifies the initial shaped pulse, triggers the 1.5-µs delay and applies a signal to a late-pulse detector. Any pulses arriving after the 1.5-µs delay also go to the late-pulse detector, which activates a skew-error detector and warns of any read-head misalignments. To make subsequent identification and alignment easier, track-error indicators also identify the track or tracks where late pulses appear.

To align a drive's recording heads, McKenna follows a similar procedure except that he flips the network's align/readback switch to its readback position—an action that activates a 4.0-µs delay. (As before, the length of this delay varies with the drive's recording speed and density.) Using the recording head slated for testing, he then records a series of ones and plays them back into the indicator circuits, which pinpoint any skews and the offending track or tracks.

A character-spacing-error indicator couples to one of the network's tracks, whose output goes to an early-pulse detector, adds McKenna. If the network's switch is in its readback position, the output then goes through another align/readback switch to an 8.25-µs delay, and then to the early-pulse detector, whose output in turn drives a character-spacing-error indicator.

A signal received on any track triggers the delay circuit, which inhibits the early-pulse detector until the end of the 8.25-µs delay. After that period, says McKenna, pulses on the line trigger the detector, which in turn activates the character-spacing-error indicator and readies the system to spot excessively dense character recordings.
New Design Innovation

BALL-GROOVE™ SHAFT
and 'SUPER' Ball Bushing

For complete technical information write
THOMSON INDUSTRIES, Inc., Dept. BG6, Manhasset, N.Y. 11030

© Thomson Industries, Inc. 1976
basic black! it's the best color for stand-by batteries

Carefree®
Choose from 32 black beauties. Everyone is sealed, spill-proof and has a dual cover. They are maintenance free and rechargeable. Your most dependable stand-by computer power.

Reliable, American-Made Quality. The Black Battery. It's Carefree.

FAST, NATION-WIDE SERVICE
We're as close as your phone and offer FREE technical consulting to match power sources to your power needs. We also will custom design batteries for special applications.

EAGLE-PICHER
SINCE 1843
EAGLE-PICHER INDUSTRIES, INC.
Commercial Products Department DD
P.O. Box 130, Seneca, Mo. 64865
Telephone (417) 776-2258
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DC-DC CONVERTER
POWERS GAS-DISCHARGE DISPLAYS
The EP6746A dc-to-dc converter accepts inputs in the 4-11 Vdc range (450mA max.) and outputs ±110 Vdc regulated (5mA each output) with a 70% efficiency. It measures 3” x 0.4” x 0.655” and has logic controlled enable/disable circuitry that can turn off outputs and lower standby current drain to 2 mA. Applications include powering gas-discharge displays in portable, battery operated terminals and in peripherals. Price: $8.50 in quantity. PCA Electronics, 16799 Schoenborn St., Sepulveda, CA 91343. (213) 892-0761 Circle 292

4-OR 8-CHANNEL ASYNCHRONOUS MUX
SERVES D.G. NOVAS
For Data General Nova minis, the 8063 multiplexer provides an interface for four or eight asynchronous data sets or local terminals. All data transfers occur under program control; the unit treats each of the transmit/receive channels as a separate device with a common device code address. You can add additional MUX interfaces to build a system with as many as 64 channels with the same device address. Compatible with Data General 4060 software, the device has additional software to control and monitor baud rate, character length, stop bit(s), parity and line break generation, parity errors, data overrun and line break detection. Other software features govern such modem functions as data terminal ready, request to send, clear to send, carrier detect, data set ready and ring indicator. Price: $1250 for 4-channel unit, $2250 for 8-channel unit, both in singles. MDB Systems, Inc., 1995 N. Batavia St., Orange, CA 92665. (714) 998-6900 Circle 300

250 W SUPPLIES
SWITCH AT 40 KHZ
These five power supplies, designated the 9E Series, switch at 40 kHz and output 250 W. Measuring 2.25” x 4.94” x 15.0” and weighing 6 lb. 3 oz., each unit fits crosswise in a standard 5.25” Retma rack while using 2.25” of rack depth. Input voltage range measures 115/230Vac +10/-20%, with a 20ms hold-up. Ripple and noise equal 50 mV p-p, and regulation measures 2mA for a full 30% line change and 0.2% for a full load change. Overall efficiency equals 80% minimum. Price: $395 in singles. Powertec, 9168 De Soto Ave., Chatsworth, CA 91311. (213) 882-0004 Circle 297
### 1" Indicator Lights

**Mount on PCBS or Snap-in Panels**

These 1" indicator lights fit the manufacturer’s “Shorty” family of illuminated pushbutton switches and come in four configurations for PC board or snap-in panel mounting of T 1-3/4 bi-pin base or T 1-3/4 midget flange base lamps. Series 856 and 857 indicators accept the T 1-3/4 bi-pin base lamp; they have 0.025” square terminations. Snap-in panel-mounted Series 965 indicators accept the midget flange lamp and offer faston 0.110” or 0.025” square terminations, while Series 969 indicators also accept the midget flange lamp. Eldema Div., Genisco Technology Corp., 18435 Susana Rd., Compton, CA 90221. (213) 393-9494 Circle 282

### Vacuum-Col. Tape Drive Transfers 120 Kbytes/Sec

This medium-speed tape drive, designated the TME, can operate at any speed from 12.5 to 75 ips and utilizes vacuum column tape buffering. It accommodates standard 10 1/2” and 8 1/2” reels or minireels and transfers 20,000 to 120,000 bytes/sec with a maximum rewind time of three minutes. Start time at 75 ips equals 5.5 ± 1.0 ms, and maximum stop time equals 6 ms. Recording densities of 556, 800, 1600 and 800/1600 bpi are standard. The unit rewinds at 200 ips and has optional fast forward speed of 150 ips. The TME comes in three configurations: TME-03: NRZI I/O compatible with the manufacturer’s TM-100 or TMB-03; TME-04: PE, I/O compatible with the manufacturer’s TM-100 or TMB-04; and TME-05: PE/NRZI, I/O compatible with the manufacturer’s TM-100 or TMB-05.

### Rs 232 Interface

**Serves Cart. Recorder**

This RS 232 interface serves the manufacturer’s TDC 3000 digital cartridge recorder and mounts on one PC board, which in turn mounts inside the recorder. It runs on power from the TDC 3000 built-in supply and responds to control characters from a local terminal or modem. An internal 6800 microprocessor provides special requirements such as generation of communication protocols and format checking. The interface operates in binary write, binary read, ASCII and binary block modes; error messages include invalid command code, drive unsafe, CRC error detected, transmission parity error detected, data transmission overflow detected and drive off-line. Tandberg Data, 1001 Morena Blvd., Suite 407, San Diego, CA 92117. Circle 283

### Analog Data Acq. Systems Require No Host Overseer

Series 500 analog data acquisition modules provide crystal controlled sampling (4.8 MHz) and processing of up to eight analog signals without supervision from a host computer. They digitize input signals into a normalized 16-bit floating point format using a Fortran-compatible language. Processing rate for standard units is 125 kHz with 12-bit resolution, and a high-speed model offers 250 kHz digitization and 10-bit resolution. The units interface to the manufacturer's MAP floating point array processors and occupy two slots in the MAP chassis. CSP, Inc., 209 Middlesex Turnpike, Burlington, MA 01803. (617) 272-6020 Circle 273

### $24.95 Keyboard

**Apes Asr-33 Array**

For terminal applications, Model KSA-33 keyboard uses the ASR-33 Teletype key array and has 53 switches, space bar mechanism and keycaps. The unit incorporates 100 switches, which contain two sets of normally open crosspoint contacts internally connected in parallel, and has been tested to 100 x 10^6 operations without electrical or mechanical failure. Price: $24.95 in 1000s.

### Introducing the FlexiFile Family

From Tri-Data...

**FlexiFile 10**

...requires no software modification in your present system. Tri Data provides an RS-232 coupler for data communications interface. So you can replace your data set or terminal. Connected between the terminal and modem, the FlexiFile 10 can serve as a recording device for both units. And you can replace high speed paper... 816 feet per single floppy disk.

**FlexiFile 11**

is user-defined. It's as easy as pushing the reset switch. 8 LED'S indicate each operating mode. 8 input switches let you determine the operating mode... using your own protocols, control words, and commands. The FlexiFile 11 is Microprocessor Controlled and floppy disk based. Our fully modular interfaces include an RS 232 coupler, and IEEE-488 Instrumentation Bus, and an 8 Bit Parallel Bus.

Complete program loading and online storage. Stand alone or rack mount options.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tri-Data</th>
<th>800 Maude Ave.</th>
<th>Mountain View, Ca.</th>
<th>94043</th>
<th>415-969-3700</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>New York</td>
<td>201-947-2092</td>
<td>TWX: 910-379-6978</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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PORTABLE LOGIC ANALYZER
CAPTURES EIGHT 50-MHZ CHANNELS

Model 50D Logiscope can simultaneously capture eight digital data streams at sample rates to 50 MHz. It works with any externally triggered oscilloscope or X-Y display, and its True Sample mode lets you exclude from the record all "glitches" that endure for a sample period or less. With a dual memory feature, two 512 x 8 semiconductor memories can each simultaneously capture up to eight data streams; you can then view all 16 streams on a two-channel scope. The unit measures 4½" x 8½" x 14½" and weighs 18 lbs. Price: $3375. BP Instruments, Inc., 10601 S. De Anza Blvd., Cupertino, CA 95014. (408) 446-4322

3350-COMPATIBLE DISK HEADS
WRITE 6400 BPI

For use in disk drives compatible with the IBM 3350, these disk heads provide storage capacities of 317 Mbytes/spindle in typical applications. Operating at up to 6400 bpi, 480 tpi, the heads incorporate integrated circuits, mounted on each head arm, that perform write driver, read amplifier, head select and fault detection functions. Included in the series are Model 355004 data head with four read/write air-bearing elements, Model 335002 data head with two read/write air-bearing elements and Model 335001 servo head with one read-only air-bearing element and an arm-mounted differential read amplifier. The heads contact the oxide disk surface when a disk is at rest and fly at about 20 µin. at the inside track when the disk rotates at 3600 rpm. Track width measures 1.45 mils, gap length equals 55 µin., and write current ranges from 35 mA 0-to-peak (inner heads) to 40 mA 0-to-peak (outer heads). The heads' 1F and 2F frequencies equal 2.4 MHz and 4.8 MHz respectively, and output from the data head read amplifier measures 14 mV peak-to-peak (minimum) and 140 mV peak-to-peak (maximum). Applied Magnetics, Magnetic Head Div., 75 Robin Hill Rd., Goleta, CA 93017. (805) 964-4881

SWITCHING POWER SUPPLIES
USE 60-HZ MAGNETICS

These switching power supplies utilize 60-Hz magnets and thereby eliminate such 20-kHz switching problems as output spikes, high ripple content, radiation into associated equipment and power line feedback, according to the manufacturer. Peak-to-peak ripple of the Series 100 measures less than 2mV, and maximum no-load-to-full-load regulation measures no more than 3mV. Outputs range from 1.5-6 Vdc to 6-28 Vdc, with additional combinations available. Calex Mfg. Co., Inc., 3305 Vincent Rd., Pleasant Hill, CA 94523. (415) 932-3911

FROM STOCK
PDP-8 I/O BOARDS
KL8-JA
EQUIVALENT WITH FULL MODEM CONTROL
TELCON MODEL TK-8
• OPTIONAL 1200 BAUD MODEM WHICH ADAPTS DIRECTLY TO TK-8

FEATURES
• 100% DEC SOFTWARE COMPATIBLE
• FULL MODEM CONTROLS
• PIGGYBACK 1200 BAUD MODEM
• 45.5 TO 9600 BAUD RATES
• DIP SWITCH PROGRAMMING
• 36 MONTH WARRANTY

WRITE OR CALL
COMPLETE DATA SHEET AVAILABLE

Telcon Industries, Inc.
5701 N.W. 31st AVENUE
FT. LAUDERDALE, FLORIDA 33309
PHONE: (305) 971-2250
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TELECOMM SYSTEM SERVES SERIAL OR PARALLEL LINES

Datamax 6 provides complete data processing on serial 20, 30, 60 mA lines, EIA lines or parallel lines. It consists of a housing with power supply and loop battery, wall mount or rack mount, with card cage and mother board that can hold six cards.

A processor board, 1200-baud modem with I/O port, dual serial port board, dual parallel port board, 4K, 8K or 16K memory board with EPROM programming and hexadecimal readout are also available. Telcon Industries, Inc., 5701 N.W. 31st Ave., Fort Lauderdale, FL 33309. (305) 971-2250 Circle 281

A/D CONVERSION SYSTEM OUTPUTS 16-BIT SIGNALS

Model 399 A/D conversion system provides 16-bit resolution with a 3-µs conversion time. It comes with or without sample and hold, power supply, and single-ended or differential multiplexing. Standard inputs equal ± 5 or ± 10 V; ± 1 and ± 100 V are optional. Datawest Corp., 7333 E. Helm Dr., Scottsdale, AZ 85260. (602) 948-3280 Circle 275

$400 DRIVE SYSTEM USES SMALL 3M CARTRIDGE

This drive mechanism accepts the 3M DC100A Data Cartridge and fits in a 5" cube. It serves point-of-sale terminals, electronic calculators, microcomputers, automated typing systems and related equipment. The DCD-1 drive uses TTL and houses its interface on two 5" x 12" PC boards that you can mount as you wish. It records serially across the full 0.150" tape width in the 2½" x 3¼" cartridge. Price: $400 or less in typical OEM quantities, including electronics. 3M Co., Dept. 125A, Box 33600, St. Paul, MN 55133. (612) 733-9853 Circle 279
Microcomputer programming with the Iasis Computer

The fact is that right now microcomputer programming is a bear. Microprocessors are loaded with subtleties which make software development a long, arduous process. That's why we developed the ia7301 Computer in a Book. It's a fully operational microcomputer system and a 250 page programming course all contained in a 3-ring binder. This is not a kit or a toy but a powerful, microcomputer system (based on the industry standard, the 8080) and a practical programming course specifically designed to quickly bring you up to a high level of understanding and proficiency in programming 8080 based microcomputer systems.

The Computer in a Book comes to you completely assembled and tested. All you need is an inexpensive dual voltage (±12V & ±5V) power supply. The ±5V is generated internally in the computer. There is nothing else to buy.

A super programming course

The programming course text is easy to follow and begins with a one instruction program to determine if a switch is open or closed. This is built upon and expanded through all 78 instructions until 250 pages later, you become adept at programming complex problems like multi-byte arithmetic and games of skill like Pong! Only with Iasis Computer in a Book can you have the advantages of a handy programming text together with an operational computer to load and test programs each step of the way and thereby learn the intricacies of microcomputer programming at a comfortable pace.

And since this microcomputer has a special built in monitor program which allows you to look into the operational parts of the system you'll never get bogged down in debugging or editing. The ia7301 Computer in a Book is the fastest way to learn everything about microcomputer programming.

Some great microcomputer features, too

The microcomputer system features a 24 pad keyboard, 8 seven segment LED readouts that display information in hexadecimal code which is far more versatile and advanced than binary or octal coded systems, and an onboard cassette tape interface for saving programs. The hexadecimal keyboard also contains 6 special mode keys which allow you to call up and change any data or instructions in the CPU registers or in the system's RAM memory. Likewise programs can be executed instantly or they can be stepped through one instruction at a time using the appropriate mode key, so that you learn your way around the inner working of an entire microcomputer system.

Also the write tape and read tape mode keys have been carefully designed for accurate and convenient operation with any home cassette tape recorder that has an earphone and remote microphone jack. Two LED indicator lamps tell how long it takes to dump or reload programs from the systems memory onto tape and back again. But in the reloading cycle, if any errors have occurred such as a lost piece of data or the volume knob is too low, the readout displays will indicate errors. This little feature prevents untold problems in debugging a reloaded program.

Upwards expandability from the start

We designed the Computer in a Book to be upwards expandable and not become a kluge in the process. The microcomputer contains 1K bytes of RAM memory, 1K bytes of PROM memory (containing the monitor program), and 2 I/O ports. The Computer in a Book is expandable to virtually any level you want, i.e. up to 65K bytes of memory and 256 I/O ports.

Optional expander boards are available and attach to the ia7301 computer at the top edge connector. A wide variety of standard interface boards can be plugged into the system to give add on memory, TV and teletype interface, and much more.

Thus what served as an educational system can now be upgraded for many new applications. We've included a machine language coding pad for writing and documenting programs, working out subroutines and pro-
Programming is a snap in a Book

Providing general support to a development system when extensive programming or debugging is necessary. The Computer in a Book may also be used to train field service technicians by putting verbal information and programs on cassette tapes. We are coming out with preprogrammed PROMs and extension tapes containing new application packages such as floating point arithmetic and micro-assembler programs. Our goal is simple. We want to provide microcomputers that are useful and practical.

A college assistance program

Educators interested in exposing their students to a comprehensive background in Microcomputer programming should look into the Iasis Microcomputer Instructional Courses for their college or university. Send for our free pamphlet which describes ways of setting up short microcomputer programming courses. It offers some advice on structuring a coordinated and comprehensive program, so your students can learn programming and get valuable hands-on experience with operational systems at very reasonable prices.

The price

The complete Computer in a Book which includes an operational 8080 based system, 250 page programming course, machine code pad, hexadecimal conversion card all in a 3-ring binder is offered for only $450. The Computer in a Book has a 90 day parts and service warranty. Iasis also provides a check out list and start up instructions with each system. Please allow 30 days for delivery.

A free bonus

If you order your Computer in a Book before April 15, 1977, Iasis will give you an $8.00 Microcomputer Applications Handbook as a free bonus. It contains 144 pages of text, diagrams, and tables on hardware design and microcomputer applications. Order today. If the Computer in a Book isn't everything we say it is, then return it within 15 days for a full refund and keep the Applications Handbook as a gift. We're sure you'll find that microcomputer programming is a snap with the ia7301 Computer in a Book.

Charge my order to the credit card below:
BankAmericard No.
Master Charge No.
For Master Charge card, put 4 digit number from above name here
My Signature
Credit card expiration date
Name
Firm
Address
City State Zip

Please send me your pamphlet on setting up a Microcomputer Programming Course.

Mail to: Iasis Inc., 815 W. Maude, Suite 29, Sunnyvale, CA 94086
(408) 732-5700

Iasis Inc.
Reach the rich European market... now

Many perceptive marketers get a third of their sales from Europe. Where U.S. technology is welcome.

There’s no better time than now to parlay potential into profits. If you know where to go. And how to get your message across the Atlantic.

DIGITAL DESIGN gets it there. Talk to our regular U.S. readers at our normal low cost-per-thousand rates and you talk to our European readers at the same time.

Not just any Tom, Dick or Guiseppe either. Qualified prospects, all. Customers whose interests, installations and buying intentions are catalogued on our own comprehensive qualifications questionnaire. Rifle stuff, not shotgun.

We’re in major international trade shows, too. With extra distribution. We monitor markets, sense trends, glean prospects, sift feedback. So that when you advertise in DIGITAL DESIGN, low cost-per-thousand isn’t the only name of the game. It’s sales.

digital design
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Stay Small, Think Big and Grow

Until recently, most design engineers who wished to work on projects at the frontiers of current technology found themselves limited to employment with large corporations in large metropolitan areas. Only those corporate giants could afford the cash and time outlays required to conduct state-of-the-art research and development. Now, however, many smaller industrial firms have access to the esoteric equipment the giants routinely use; as a result, designers in smaller firms work on challenging projects like those formerly reserved for their colleagues in the conglomerates.

In many ways, however, small-firm designers face even greater challenges than their large-firm counterparts. Rather than confining their efforts to one small subsystem in a large project, they must often also assume responsibility for such factors as make-or-buy decisions, budget balancing, and customer and vendor relations.

Placed on the firing line this way, many of the design engineers I've recently dealt with fail to measure up. Why? Today's engineers have the talent required to handle such multi-function job responsibilities, so the problem lies not so much in developing that talent as in forcing engineers to recognize that they have it.

Given the proper environment, how can engineers in smaller firms approach their work so they develop the attitudes and methods that allow them to assume overall project responsibilities? How can they break out of the structured but limiting cocoon that mere competence in college courses weaves around them?

The key word is "volunteer." Just as air rushes in to fill a vacuum, small firms always find someone to take responsibility. Small-firm designers must realize that because their companies have fewer people to handle company-wide projects, all levels of company management remain intimately concerned with corporate goals. To help shape these goals, a designer need only speak up. Most small-firm designers who do find their companies highly receptive to good ideas — and grateful to the designers who generate them.

Lewis Zirkle is president and chairman of KeyTronic Corp., Spokane, WA. We will be pleased to provide space for opposing views.
Still Waiting For DEC?

We'll deliver your large-capacity, software-compatible disk systems in 30 days ARO.

Waiting for disk storage delivery can be costly. To you, and your customers. So why wait for DEC—or any minicomputer manufacturer—when we can meet your disk storage requirements in just 30 days?

We've become the world's largest independent supplier of disk systems for a lot of good reasons. Responsive delivery is one of them. Equally important is the unmatched performance per dollar we offer across our entire line—2.5 Mbytes to 1.2 billion bytes.

But don't take our word for it. Ask some of our recent customers: Bell Canada (RSX-11D on 300 Mbytes), Dictaphone (RS/TS on 80 Mbytes); Digital Information Corp. (Dual CPU, MRDOS on 300 Mbytes); Eastman-Kodak (RT-11 on 80 Mbytes); Lockheed (RSX-11M on 80 Mbytes); Stanford University (UNIX on 300 Mbytes). These are but a few of the satisfied customers we've helped with responsive delivery of large capacity systems.

If you would like the names of others, just give us a call.

So stop waiting—and pick up your phone. A System Industries representative is waiting to tell you about the quick delivery and OEM pricing of disk systems with unbeatable price/performance.

System Industries
An equal opportunity employer.

535 Del Rey Avenue
Sunnyvale, California 94086
(408) 732-1650, Telex 346-459

This is not a coupon, but a call to action.

Ask any of our customers about our responsive delivery. Then secure your commitment from the System Industries representative nearest you:


30 days ARO
ROLM welcomes DEC to the Mil-Spec computer market.

We've been where they'd like to be.

Complete hardware redesign of a commercial minicomputer to produce a fully nomenclatured Mil-Spec version is nothing new. ROLM did it eight years ago along with Data General.

And today, there are over 3,000 ROLM Mil-Spec minicomputers in airplanes, jeeps, trucks, buoys and just about everywhere else. And they're doing what industrial and military users want them to do: fill the need, and do so reliably.

They work. You can ask any one of our hundreds of users on land, in the air, on the water — or even under it.

But don't take our word for it. Send for the ROLM catalog that describes our five separate models, our memories, I/O's, peripherals and extensive software. We deliver most systems in 30 days. Just send in the coupon and your project will be where you want it to be...on time with ROLM.